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► WEATHER

All night

Season

Long

► SPORTS

TODAY

Hi: 80
Low: 60s ' '^V/j^f
Conditions:'
•*•****
a
Chance of showers

► ACCENT

Students who work
third shift sing the
blues to Accent editor,
Jamie Neal/Bl

Troy State comes to
town Saturday to spar
with the Colonels on
their home turf/M

HO: 85, scattered showers
SAT: 85, scattered- showers
SUN: 85, isolated showers

r
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■I
I8-29,1:14 a.m. Richmond
PoUot notified of shoodng at
Snone/s Inn.
I 8-29,1:17 a.m. Polio arrive
at the scene.
I e-29,11:39 a.m. Larry Scott
Jackson dies from doubt*
gunshot wound at UK hospital.
I Yesterday Suspect Glen Kirby
Kavanaugh pleaded not guilty
to murder charges In preliminary hearing. Larry Scott
Jackson buried in Mayfield.

►Parking

Student
groups .
object to
changes

Man pleads not guilty in shooting
BY Jeisartn AmiEU)
News editor

As family and friends gathered
around a grave in Mayfield yesterday
to lay Larry Scott Jackson to rest, relatives and acquaintances of the man
accused of shooting him gathered in
a courtroom in Richmond.
Glen Kirby Kavanaugh, 21, of
Richmond, pleaded not guilty yesterday to charges of murder after a fatal
shooting last week at a party held at
the Shone/s Inn Conference Room
in Richmond.

was transferred to the
Jackson,
24,
a
Man shot to death
Mayfield native who lived
University of Kentucky
at Shoney's Inn on
KiMarnev Lane
in Richmond, was found
Medical Center where he
bleeding in the parking
died at approximately 11
lot by Richmond Police
a.m.. according to the
" Our**
when they arrived at
Fayette County coroner's
[3— Doughnuts
approximately 120 a.m.
office.
Eastern Bypass
The crowd of 200 or 300
Aug. 29.
who gathered at the party
Jackson, an employee
during the early morning
of Applebee's restaurant Holder ton
of Aug. 29 included many
in Richmond, had been
Eastern students, said
shot once in the chest
and once in the head. After being Tom Myers, vice president of acadetaken to Pattie A. Clay Hospital he mic affairs.

JITS"'

The room where the party was
held was registered to an Eastern
student and a student was taking
money at the door, said Skip
Daugherty, Eastern's dean of student development
Sandra Moore, director of multicultural affairs, did not return phone
calls asking her to comment on
whether or not any fraternity on campus was involved with the party.
"I just know it was a fraternity
party," said Bill Baker, a sophomore
from Richmond who was at the party.

A Sting
Operation

Right Donnie
Bullock, a physical
plant worker and
farmer from
Rockcastte County,
"pets" the bees,
which he said wont
sting when swarming. Below: Bullock
packs the bees into
a cardboard box
Thursday.

With parking lot rezoning causing concerns among campus residents, both the Residence Hall
Association and student senate
have begun formulating proposals
to offer as alternative solutions to
this year's parking changes.
The two student organizations
working together to produce one
unified proposal could be a possibility, said RHA President Michael
Lynch.
The rezoning of the EUendale Lot
from resident to employee parking
has been a
_^^^^^^^^^_ sore spot with
»■
residents
I since coming
Touching up
back to camparking Isn't
P"s,
two
helping. Maybe
weeks ago.
the university
AJRK!
of
should took Wo
ft forth
coming
sen-ate proposal
[ will focus on
securing
■BliBsHk^^k^H more parking
on the interior of campus for residents, said
Melody Mason, president of the
student government association.
"Residents have been shafted
on the parking changes," she said.
Rezoning the EUendale lot was
the result of a proposal voted on by
the Board of Regents in August
The plan was intended to free up
commuter parking in the Alumni
Coliseum lot by taking rarely-used
employee spots and giving them to
commuters.
To compensate the loss in
employee spaces, the 72 spots in
EUendale were given to employees.
Mason, who also serves as student regent, voted for those
changes at the August meeting,
but now says residents need to be
compensated for the changes.

BY DANETTA BARKER

Assistant news editor

Orville Hisle and David
Kearns, physical plant workers,
had a lesson in biology. on
Thursday when a swarm of bees
buzzed the campus.
The swarm was first spotted
around the Combs Building.
"We were called in when the
swarm started to come across the
parking lot and stopped by this
tree," Hisle said.
The tree, at the corner of
O'Donnell Hall's parking lot,
seemed to be a good resting place
for the insects with all the flower
beds close by.
Physical plant workers quickly
roped off the area to keep pedestrians away from the bees.
Hisle then placed a cardboard
box at the trunk of the tree so he
and Kearns could persuade the
queen to lead the swarm into the
box.
"These bees seem pretty
docile," Hisle said.
After getting the bees herded
into the box, Hisle and Kearns
decided to call reinforcements.
"I called Donnie," Hisle said.
"Donnie knows what to do."
Minutes later, Hisle turned the
rescue project over to physical
plant worker Donnie Bullock.
Bullock pulled up beside the
tree in a pickup.
He got out of the truck, dug
around in the back and pulled out
a roll of duct tape.
Bullock walked over to the
box, put two strips of tape across
it picked it up and put it in the
back of the pickup.
See Bees/Page A5

See Parking/Page A5
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Food court increases prices
BY DANETTA BARKER

Assistant news editor

Students and faculty visiting the
food court will be paying higher
prices this fall than they did during
the previous semester.
Greg Hopkins, director of food
services, had the unpleasant task of
raising the cost of eating on campus
"We want to give the best value at
a fair price," Hopkins said.
Prices for wholesale foods have
increased 5 to 6 percent this year, the
highest increase the university has
seen in 20 years.
"We try to match prices with the
fast food in town, even though we
can't," Hopkins said.
"Our Colonel Burger comes within five cents of the Bio Mac and the

Kleppinger
to replace
Rains in
computing
L LEWIS
Contributing writer

Swarm of bees
spotted on
campus, taken
to Rockcastie farm

Managing editor

The event kicks off
Monday and ain\s to
increase involvement
in black student life
ACnVfTIES/BS

See Shooting/Page A5

BY CHARLES

Photos by Shannon Ratii/Progress

BY TW MOIIETTC

Black Expo

Baker said he attended the part)
with another friend and Kavanaugh
and witnessed the event that led to
the shooting***
"It wasn't till after we left that a
bunch of guys grabbed on to Kirby,"
Baker said. "A guy grabbed him and
asked 'Is this the one?' to the guj
who got shot (Jackson).
"I seen them slinging him around
and they ripped off his shirt." Baker
said. "Then larry Jackson tackled

Even though the Board Plan has of a build your own pizza is very high
gone up 3.4 percent, which is the compared to the $2.99 price of the
smallest increase of any expense at same size at Pizza Hut
"This is high school food and
Eastern, Hopkins said that it is still
the best buy on campus, with the you're paying three times the price,"
Norton said. "Of course, they have a
cheapest meal averaging $3.16.
"That includes one entree and monopoly here."
PrisciUa Hall, assistant manager
unlimited vegetables," Hopkins said.
Because the food service gener- of the food court, said most students
ates its own revenue and pays dont know the prices were raised.
"One student said, "Prices have
employees from that revenue,
Hopkins said he also had to include raised.' But I haven't had too many
the increase in minimum wage in the complaints," Hall said.
Prices are not the only changes
budget for this fiscal year.
Patrons of the food services are at the food court. The drink
machines have been moved behind
not always fes objective as Hopkins.
Susan Norton, a graduate student the service counter, causing backwith a degree in English, said she ups at times.
The coffee machines have been
and her friends always comment on
the size of portions as related to the moved from the side into the main

Gene Kleppinger has been hired
to fill Bobby A. Rains' former position
at Academic Computing and
Telecommunications (ACTS).
Prior to cominj? to ACTS.
Kleppinger was a part-time employe)
at the philosophy department, said
Judy Cahill, ACTS training administrator.
Rains was placed on paid suspension May 16. A letter from Joseph
Schwendeman, vice president ol
Administrative Affairs, to Rains 4al
ed:
"This suspension is tinresult of irregularities identified,
which were related 11 y<
' t
having been accessed illegal}) >ver
the internet"
As reported in the July 11 edition
of the Progress, Rains resigned his
position on May 29, after beinj; told
the university was initiating an investigation into his involvement in possible software piracy.
Rains, a 1991 Eastern graduate in
computer science, was hired as a
computer consultant in January 1991
In June, Thomas Lindquist, diivi
tor of public safety, turned the investigation over to federal authorities.
Contacted by phone'on Aug. 29.
Ed Ebbons, press secretary of the
FBI field office in Iouisville. said his
office had no comment on the investigation.
The federal copyright law which
governs the use of commercial software states it is illegal to make a copy
of a piece of software for any reason,
other tHan as a back-up. without permissionTrOm.the copyright holder.
Civil penalties for companies and
individuals who break the law can be
as high as $100,000 for each copyright infringed.
The
Software
Publishing:
Association (SPA), a Washington.
1).(.'.-based organization that represents software producers, said commercial piracy of software has been a
felony offense since October 1992.
According to the SPA software
piracy results in losses to software
producers in excess of $8 billion
annually. The cost is ultimately
passed on to the consumer in the
form of higher software prices.

Cheeseburger paradise?
► Although the food court offers a convenient cam pus location, some
off-campus alternatives have competitive prices on similar items.

FOOD COURT

MCDONALD'S

■ Colonel Cheese Burger: $2.19

■ Quarter Pounder: $1.89

I drink (tax.): M0

■■■■■■■HI
■ Small drink (16 oz.): $.89

i drink (21 or): $.98

I Large drink (24 oz.):$1.48

■ Large fries: $1.04
SOUKZ: Food Cowtl McOoMtfi

(

| Large drink (32 oz.): $1.19

I Large fries: $1.19
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Mary Ann Lawrence, editor

Perspective
► Editorials

No simple solution to parking problem
If Eastern's resident hall
dwellers could rewrite the
Declaration of Independence,
those certain unalienable rights
would probably read, "life, liberty
and the pursuit of a parking place
directly in front of my dorm."
Parking lot rezoning has many
campus residents upset about the
availability of parking near their
dorm, especially students who live
in Todd, O'Donnell and Mattox
Halls.
The Ellendale Lot, which used
to serve residents in those halls,
was rezoned to employee parking
prior to the beginning of the

fall semester.
Although the Ellendale Lot has
only 72 spaces, many residents
say taking those spots from them
puts an even tighter squeeze on
available parking around dorms.
Originally, the idea in the
reshuffle was to free up unused
employee spots in the Alumni
Coliseum lot for use by commuters. Public safety and the parking committee made the right
decision by giving those employee
spots, which often sat empty during peak hours, to commuters.
Now, however, many spots in
the employee Ellendale 1-ot sit

empty during the day, serving as
an example of the triple edge
sword campus parking has
become — fixing one problem can
often create two more.
One bright spot in the situation
is that the parking committee will
be re-evaluating the new changes
at the end of the year. As parking
trends change, rezoning should
change likewise.
Re-evaluating at the end of each
year, however, will not be enough.
Totally revamping parking on
campus is needed for both convenience and safety.
More than just reworking the

current parking lots, measures
to suggest alternative changes to
need to be taken to move comparking. President Melody Mason
said.
muters and employees, who go
Mason voted in favor of the
home each night, away from the
parking rezoning as student
interior of campus and open up
regent at the August Board of
room closer to residence halls for
Regents meeting, but said resicampus residents who pay a minidents now need a way to be commum of $648 to live at Eastern.
pensated for the lost parking
A multi-dimensional problem
spaces.
such as parking needs as much
Students' parking needs, specifiinput as possible, which is why the
Residence Hall Association's
cally residents, are not being met.
The only solution is to re-evaluate
intention of devising its own proposal for a parking Overhaul could every parking lot for a complete
be important.
overhaul of the present system to
In addition to RHA's efforts, stu- assure convenience and fairnes for
dent senate has also begun plans
all three groups.

j* Campus Comments

Canceled
course gives
senior
headache

Q. What do you think
about surveillance
cameras on campus?
Name: Stephen Carney
Age: 17
Major: Music
Performance
Year: Freshman
Hometown: Berea
"l think that the
campus is pretty
well protected.'
Name: Janee Anderson
Age: 18
Major: Undecided
Year: Freshman
Hometown: Louisville
"They are there to
catch people doing
things wrong, but
sometimes they
invade your privacy."
Name: Lisa Sapp
Age: 18
Major: Freshman
Year: Paralegal
Hometown: Jackson Co.
"l think they are
.af .oily pretty good.
f hey monitor who
comes in and out."
Name: Keisha Hamilton
Age: 19
Major: Legal Science
Year: Sophomore
Hometown: Savannah,

Ga
"it prevents the opportunity for innocent people to get their property
damaged."
Name: Ftaelyn Fortson
Age: 23
Major: Nursing
Year: Junior
Hometown: Calif.
"if you put them in
parking lots, cool.
But on top of buildings makes it like a
prison.

The Eastern Progress
117 Donovan Annex
Eastern Kentucky University
Richmond. Ky. 40475

Mary Ann Lawrence
Edttof

Upside, downside to cameras

W

ith the installation of 13
technologically
advanced surveillance
cameras on campus comes a certain security.
The cameras are said to be able
to read a license plate from two
blocks away, store information for
later use and allow public safety a
view of 95 percent of campus.
Public safety heralds the
improvement as a method to
increase efficiency in their department and to cut crime. The logic is
that by increasing the chances that
a perpetrator will be caught (i.e.
the cameras), crimes will decrease,
making campus a safer place.
It would be nice for students to
feel confident that, when parking
in Lancaster Lot — the campus'
largest and most infamous parking lot — they will return to their
car to find it the same as when
they left. It would be great to
know that one calm Friday morning after one of those wild
Thursday nights Commonwealth

Hall residents won't awake to find
egg or key scratches down the
side of their vehicles.
Will the surveillance cameras,
combined with the force of public
safety, be able to stop such vigilante vandalism and thievery?
Nothing can stop such behavior,
but these cameras are a step in the
right direction. It is good that the
university is continuing to research
better ways to make us secure.
The question, then, is how comfortable will students be knowing
that 95 percent of campus is being
watched, whether or not there is a
crime going on? There is a "Big
Brother is watching" element to
this basically good service the university is funding.
When a coed hikes up her skirt
to fix her pantyhose after exiting
her car in Alumni Coliseum parking lot, public safety will be
watching. When a football player
trips over his own feet in Kit
Carson parking lot, public safety
will see. And when two lovers

steal a kiss, public safety will see
that, too.
Are these the sacrifices we are
willing to make for safety? Some
would say yes, that security is the
key to peace of mind and whatever sacrifices needed should be
made. Besides, they may say, it's
a small sacrifice — just don't do
anything you wouldn't want someone else to see you do.
Others would say safety does
not justify giving up fundamental
freedoms. Give up one freedom,
even a small freedom, they might
say, and you open the door for
even larger freedoms to be trodden on — what's next, freedom of
religion?
While both these views might
be extreme, they express some
valid concerns about surveillance
cameras that should be addressed
by the university and public safety.
Perhaps an open forum for concerned students would be a good
way to let students in on the
workings of these cameras.

Tim Mollette
MSMghg edttof

Sophy Mott, Beth Whisman
Copy editors
Victor Cuellar
Staff artist
The Eastern Piogees (MSN 10S1-8324)
Is a member of the Associated Collegiate
Press. Kentucky Intercollegiate Press
Association and College Newspaper Business
& Advertising Managers. Inc. The Progress Is
published every Thursday during the school
year, with the exception of vacation and
examination periods. Any false or misleading
advertising should be reported to
Adviser/General Manager. Dr. Elizabeth
Fraas.
Opinions expressed herein are those of student editors or other signed writers and do not
necessarily represent the views of the university. Student editors also decide the news
and Informational content.

Where to find us

Corrections Policy

► The Eastern Progress is located off Lancaster Avenue In the
Donovan Annex on the west side of Alumni Coliseum.
Tto downtown
Richmond

EKU

Powell
•"Building
"•/*Or.

The
Eastern
Progress

□ Alumni

(118 Donovan Annex)

Coll—urn

to I-75
EXIT 87
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East*

©
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RoyKIdd
I Stadium

K.^uoky Btmtm
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The Eastern Progress will publish
clarifications and corrections when
needed on the Perspective pages.
If you have a correction, please
send it to the editor in writing by
noon Monday before publication on
Thursday.
The editor will decide If the correction deserves special treatment,
or needs to be in the section in
which the error occurred.

Just when you think you can finally
exhale and say "I did it!" someone
drops another bomb on you.
iliree years at an institution and my
experiences here have been ones to
remember, even
though some I would
rather forget. I've
switched majors
twice, been through
five advisers and had
to pay $361 extra to
live on campus this
semester.
I've enjoyed all
the courses I've been
enrolled in and the
teachers who have
MARIE Monrrr
taught me. I made
My Turn
many friendships
that I will hold close
to me, and I wish all my friends luck
when the time comes to separate and
follow our chosen career paths.
Along with the joys of college, I have
also faced the headaches most students
have to deal with.
This is supposed to be my last semester, and I'm still hoping to graduate with
a bachelor's degree in journalism.
But to my disbelief, two of my courses were canceled by the administration
due to lack of enrollment.
Now I'm going through the hustle
and bustle of finding courses to replace
the ones I need to get out of here.
This is a time when you feel like
you're stuck between a rock and a hard
place. It sucks!
So, I go through the mud to find a
course to replace one with the help of
my trusty adviser.
The headache of dealing with schedule changes is one nobody wants to deal
with.

Enrollment shouldn't dictate
The one thing that disturbs me the
most is when a class is canceled due to
lack of enrollment. How are students
supposed to graduate?
I was told the class I needed will be
offered next semester and will follow
through.
The thing that gets me is, if the same
number of students enroll, why not
teach it this semester anyway?
Courses should be taught regardless
of the enrollment if the students need
the course toward graduation.
Besides, it's our money that's paying
for it The university isn't missing out
on anything.
I know as life goes on, 111 have to prepare myself for other difficult situations
like this and handle them in a professional manner without stressing out.
I'm not excited about getting out into
the "real world." I already have my feet
wet and know what to expect, and I
know it doesn't get any easier from
here.
There is one thing aside from courses that I don't understand.
Why does a student have to pay 30
bucks for a parking tag when they
attend school for one semester?
Why not charge $15?
Think about it.
Life in college has its ups and downs.
When it seems to be getting better, it ,
gets worse.
Whether it be tuition hikes, parking
problems or canceled courses, college
does offer a wide range of opportunities
to meet friends and learn about life.
For my road of destiny, it's going to
be rough for a while, but making the
right decision comes from your mind
and your heart
Moffitt la m senior journalism major
from Lebanon, Ky., and la activities editor

?
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More to Richmond than meets freshmen eyes
Advice to new students:
give more, get more

gested he check out the downtownnightlife, a suggestion that met with much
chagrin from my freshman amigo.
The whole conversation worried me.
I have seen too many friends come to
Iran into an old high school friend late
Eastern for a semester, go to
last week as he was exiting a
class, go back to their dorm
movie rental place and I was
rooms and just use nothing to do
entering the building.
as their excuse for not getting
"So, you renting a movie?" I
involved.
asked, displaying my mastery of
Those friends, too often, drop
the obvious.
out and go home to live with
"Yeah," he said. "There's
their parents and attend communothing else to do around here."
nity college.
Huh?
Those friends miss the freeNothing to do.
dom and independence college
That's a first.
really offers.
Some freshmen find there is
So, to save my friend and any
TIMMOLLETTE
too much to do in party-heavy
other
freshmen who say "there's
IWI Turn*
Richmond and usually find
nothing to do around here," I
themselves driving home at
have researched the topic of what
Christmas break for good.
to do in Richmond.
Despite my reluctance to do so, I sugSubmitted for your approval, in an

the late 1980s. This place has it all, not to
• Get involved — Too often, class
presidents and student leaders in high
mention cheap prices for students.
school come to Eastern and
For yet another plus, you
aren't quite sure how to get
can walk to the Powell
involved.
Too many
Building, so you don't lose
Keep your eyes open.
your precious parking space.
students
Watch for fliers in lobbies
• Parks — For the advenpostings on campus
turer in us all,
use nothing and
channel 12 for an organizaBoonesborough State Park
tion that might interest
to do as
just down the interstate and
you. Go to a meeting and
the Pinnacles in the southern
thoir excu
join.
part of Madison County can
Between honorary socihelp satisfy the Indiana Jones for not
eties,
professional clubs, acatendencies we all have every
demic
clubs and the Greek
now and again.
getting
system, everyone should be
• Lexington — Now,
able to find a niche on camhere's an interesting city, right involved.
pus.
in our collective backyard.
And so the advice is, my
Huge malls, specialty shops, the
freshmen friends, get out and look for
Outback. For those who might not know,
something to do.
drive north on 1-75 for 25 minutes, and
Eastern Kentucky University will start
giving more to you when you start giving
you're there.
more of yourself.
And finally, the bottom line:

easy-to-read list format
THINGS TO DO AT EKU (collect 'em,
save 'em, trade 'em with your friends):
• The old drive-in on Lexington Road
— a cheap and cool alternative to the
other indoor movie theaters in Richmond.
We've all heard stories from our parents
about necking for the first time at a drivein and how cool they thought they were.
Although parents may occasionally
seem lame, and Happy Days has been
canceled for years, a drive-in can still be a
hip night out, daddy-o.
• Downtown — Yeah, I know.
Downtown Richmond is where college
GPAs go to die and where innocent high
school seniors become John Belushi in
"Animal House," but Main Street has
more to offer than just drinking.
Dancing and cool live bands are also
out there.
• The Powell Recreation Center —
Bowling, billiards and video games from

► Sticky Like Glue: By Victor Cuellar

Limiting presidential campaign
time may be best for country
As it is, the country nearly stops durIn November, we will choose a new
ing the months of campaigning.
president. The political posturing has
Some would argue that with technoloalready begun with the close of the
gy where it is today, the president is
second party convention in as many
never more than a phone call away from
weeks.
his duties in the White House.
By the time the election finally gets
The only question then, is: Is a phone
here, most Americans will be glad to vote
call enough? Don't we need the
and get it over with.
president to be present when
For over a year, the news has
decisions are made that affect
been saturated with Bob Dole,
the nation? Sometimes it's not
Bill Clinton and various other
enough to reach out and touch
higher-ups in their respective
someone, especially in prickly
parties.
situations.
They've talked about issues,
Another reason campaigning
made broad statements about
should be limited is that it would
their platforms and made
force the candidates to run campromises they may never be
paigns that focus on the issues
able to keep.
from the very beginning.
In short, the road to election
There would be no time to
is too long and should be limitmud-sling. No time for the nameMARY ANN
ed.
calling and dirt-digging that is
LAWRENCE
The president, if running for
the plague attacking America's
Dettlls
a second term, devotes much of
political system. It would
his time to his re-election stratebecome very important for the
gy, leaving his advisers and family in the
candidates to use their time wisely, and in
order to win, strategically. After all, the
White House while he's traveling the
great political thinkers are also stratecountry drumming up votes.
gists.
If campaigning were limited, the presiThose who oppose the idea of limiting
dent could do his drumming, but it
wouldn't take up a year of his administra- campaign time might say that instead of
forcing the candidates to be issue-orienttion.

ed, they may simply never make it around
to the issues. I disagree.
I think limiting campaign time would
alter campaign strategy. Campaigns
would focus on the platforms, tell what
the candidate stands for and what he/she
plans to do once elected.
After all, that's what campaigns are
supposed to do — they've just gotten
away from that because they spend too
much time with frivolous opinion polls
and other rigmarole that confuses the
issues.
Furthermore, by limiting campaign
time, Americans may become betterinformed voters.
I think many Americans get so saturated with campaigns that by the time the
election rolls around they don't care anymore.
Shorter campaign times may bring
some credibility back to politicians, who
no one seems to trust. Better-informed
voters choose better leaders, which make
better countries.
I think limiting campaign time
would make elections more interesting
and could get the American public
back into the picture by stimulating
them to vote, making them better voters and keeping the president in the
White House.

► Letters to the Editor

Students stood
in line because
of late admission
I am writing regarding the article, "Heat, wait mar first day" in the
Aug. 29,19% issue of The Eastern
Progress. The information in the
article is basically correct; however,
the information in the captions
under the two photographs " ... the
new students who didn't receive
summer orientation information..."
is misleading. The students who
were waiting in the long lines outside my office in the Keith Building
on Aug. 21 for Wrap-up
Registration were NOT students
who had been omitted from
Summer Orientation 1996, but
rather, were students who had
been admitted to the university
AFTER summer orientation was
over. In fact, most of the students
in the lines had been ADMITTED
Aug. 19,20 and 21.
My staff and I (there are two of
us in Advising) had folders made
up for all the students we knew
about in advance (based on the
most recent print-out of those students admitted as late as 4:30 p.m.
the preceding Friday, Aug. 16).
Those students picked up their
folders and went directly to their
advisers.
The Advising Office worked
long hours and diligently tried to
make Wrap-up Registration work
well, not just for us, but for the new
students. With one staff person
besides myself and 157 students for
whom we had no previous knowledge of their coming to Eastern, we
did the best we could making up
last minute folders, assigning advisers and orientation courses, and
determining developmental course

erased, could become proficient
enough at public relations to impact
many votes, more than just his own
would count
So I continue to promote a freedom agenda by supporting the
Libertarian Party and its candidates
for office, accepting slow growth
in an inherently unfair system. Every
time my party runs candidates for
statewide office or president I have
to beg 5,000 fellow Kentuckians to
sign paperwork giving me permission to vote for my candidate from
Sincerely, among those listed at the polls.
Penny Benzing, Director
This is 2,500 times more than the
Academic Advising and Testing major party candidates must get for
their first poll before the public in
the primaries.
Harry Browne is the first third
party presidential candidate to qualify for federal matching funds. He is
also the first to refuse them.
"Dont vote, it only encourages
The Federal Election
them!"
Commission
has already ruled that if
"One vote isn't likely to change
we don't take the money, then the
anything!"
While voting may seem to deliver Libertarian candidate won't be
approved for full participation in the
a lot less satisfaction
1996 Presidential race.
than if s proponents would have us
The national media hasn't seen fit
believe, if s not the only way
that we can be effective in bottom up to tell the public about specific third
party candidates with real grassroots
politics.
support, even ones who met the preI have to keep telling myself this,
viously set criteria to be in the
because as far as my
vote counts, my participation in elec- debates, only to be shut out without
explanation.
toral politics has been rendered
So, whether you vote or not
null.
remember that with a little work,
Technical harassments require
you can make a difference. Just don't
costly and oppressive double
count on short-term solutions to corstandards in the ballot access
rect the devastation which our bill of
process. Cowardice and flippancy
rights, legitimate elections and our
rule a system of closed debates.
economy have endured under the
With rigged and closed elections
protective hand of "big government"
as the rule, is it any wonder
that citizens with valid concerns and
Mark Gailey
complaints turn into wackos, the
Communications Alumnus
likes of Tim McVeigh?
Eastern employee
But think about it Even a felon,
Berea,Ky.
who has his voting rights

placement based* on ACT scores or
the absence of ACT scores. We
wanted Wrap-up Registration to be
a positive experience for the new
students. I, too, regret the long
lines; but the long lines were not
because the students had not
received summer orientation letters.
Regarding freshman John
Ridener, I'm not sure why he waited so long in line. We had a folder
already made for him.

- Libertarianism
offers alternative
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■m avaaabie space.

a Wo pushed the
button for the
telephone but
nothing happened
so we Just sat
down and ate. 9?
Nick Shaw,
freshman and Keene
Hall resident who was
stuck in an elevator in
Keene for an estimated
20 to 30 minutes
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Welcomes You!
SPECIAL

EKU RATES

$39
———
1-4 persons

Jacuzzi Suites $59 and up
Complimentary Continental Breakfast
Free local phone calls
Conference Room available
Outdoor Pool
Cable TV and HBO

\

Eastern Bypass
Richmond, KY 40475
V (606)624-3600
PLEASE PRESENT AD
Subject to availability
Expires 12/31/96
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► Profile: Kelly Witt Brown

GracTs job to teach about nerve gas
L LEWIS
Contributing writer
BY CHAHLES

Little did Kelly know as a child
growing up in Richmond that one
day she would be designated as the
point man or "woman," for what is
shaping up 4s one of the most hotly
contested projects in Madison
County history.
KeDy Witt Brown is a 25-yearold
female graduate of Eastern's journalism program and is married to Chris
Brown, a former basketball player at
the university.
In her new job as the Chemical
i Demilitarization
Community
Outreach Coordinator, Brown will
open her doors to the public on Oct
10 in rhe old Garland's building at 117
East Main St in Richmond.
She said her job will be to provide
information to the community on the
Shannon Ratliff/Progress
proposed chemical incineration pro: ject at the Blue Grass Army Depot Kelly Witt Brown, Eastern graduate, stands in her office downtown.
' (BGAD). She said she and her tional decisions about how they open-minded and wanted the best
, employer, Scientific Applications stand on this, up until now, some- solution for the problem, whatever
International Corporation (SAIC), is what controversial subject"
that may entail," Brown said.
neither for nor against the project
"It will be an unbiased office," she
"So far I have not felt any resistance
SAIC is a 25,000-employee, said.
from the community to the project,"
Maryland-based consulting firm
Prior to faxing in her resume to
said.
, hired by the Army to oversee the SAIC, KeDy worked as a communica- Brown
"In
my
job, I will never be consid' public relations aspect of its nation- tions specialist at the Georgetown ered an expert
on the program, and
wide incineration program.
Toyota plant.
when people come
Brown said she got this job sim- She said she
ply by responding to a help wanted enjoyed her job M Opposition groups into my office and
ask me program, advertisement
there, but at
matic questions, I
"It didn't even tell the nature of times would
are concerned
will not answer
the work or where it was," she said.
have preferred
those questions,
citizens.
This nondescript advertisement got having assignthey will be
her attention and, on a whim, she ments out of the
Kelly Witt Brown referred to the
faxed her resume to the company.
office so she
Eastern grad Army," she said.
The depot, located about 12 miles could deal more
U.S. Rep. Scotty
from the university, is one of eight with people faceBaesler of the 6th
sites in the United States that stores to-face. She said
Congressional
chemical munitions. There are 639 she will especially enjoy the communiDistrict
introduced
legislation in July
tons of them stored there.
ty interaction her new job offers.
The Army has tentatively decided - She said her job is similar to the requiring the Army to identify alternatives to incineration.
that the best way to dispose of the
at Toyota in that she was often
Brown welcomes information from
, 40-year stock pile of munitions is to one
tasked with putting out public rela- those opposed to the incineration.
incinerate them on site.
tions fires with angry customers and
"Any research which is generated
This decision was met by opposiShe said she often had to by concerned citizens will only
tion from many individuals and envi- employees.
smooth out the situation.
enhance the ultimate resolution,"
ronmental groups across the nation.
Brown said she didn't know she said. "We will all benefit.
Brown's job will be challenging. It
is to calm the water — or, as she much about the depot growing up in Opposition groups are concerned
Richmond.
local citizens.
i said, "Reach out to the public."
"It was never an issue," Brown
"My job will have reached its
She said her office will be stocked
with declassified documents, videos, said. "In Richmond people just potential when the community posa touch screen interactive database accepted the chemical storage area sesses an awareness of what the
and educational literature that resi- as a fact of life.
Chemical Demilitarization program
"Before I took this job, I hadn't means," Brown said.
, dents can come in and read or use
freely. A section will also be set up had any real experience learning
If the Chemical Demilitarization
for those that oppose the project to about it except what I read in the program at the depot goes off as
i display their literature.
Richmond Register or Herald- planned, in 2004 Brown will once
"I want this office to serve as an Leader. In preparing for this job, I again be using her Eastern credeneducational tool for citizens so that have covered more reading material tials to find a new job — for this one,
they can come in, read all these than you could imagine," she said.
by its very nature, will have selffacts, and come to their own educa"My parents have always been destructed by then.
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NEWS BRIEFS

PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS
Place classified ac*s before noon on Mondays. $2 for 10 words

HELP WANTED...
Needed: Babysitter. 8-11 a.m.,
Monday. Wednesday and Friday
starting Sept. g. Near EKU campus. Call 925-2006.
SALES REPRESENTATIVE
NEEDED. Immediate opening at
your university. Offering exceptional pay and very flexible hours.
Call ACCENT SCREEN PRINTING 1-800-243-7941.
Earn Extra Cashl Enthusiastic
people needed to distribute
samples and promote products in
local grocery stores. Work flexible
weekend schedule. No experience necessary. 1-800-535-6246

P. O. Box 624, Olathe. KS 66051. ceive FREE T-SHIRT.
Immediate response.
FOR SALE.
Men's
26" mountain bike; grip shift
SPRING BREAK '97-SELL
TR IPS, EARN CASH & GO FREE. shifters, Shimano derailleurs;
STS is hiring CAMPUS REPS/ handlebar ends. Asking $125,625
GROUP ORGANIZERS to pro- 5396,
mote trips to Cancun, Jamaica,
MISCELLANEOUS.
and Florida. Call 800-648-4849,
for information on joining America's Factory has 2 all-steel Ouonset
buildings for immediate sale,
#1 student tour operator.
(1)42x60. Never erected. Will take
EARN $500 or more weekly stuff- balance owed. Call Bill, 1 -800-511 ing envelopes at home. Send long 2560.
S.A.S.E. to: Country Living Shoppers, Dept. A-46, P. O. Box 1779, CASH for old coins! Collector's
coins. Southern Hills Plaza,626
Denham Springs, LA 70727.
9823.

CAMPUS REP
WANTED

Apollo Pizza drivers wanted. Must
be 18 years old, have own car,
valid driver's license & insurance.
Apply in person 228 S. Second St.
SPRING BREAK '97I Earn Cashl
Highest commissions. Travel
FREE on only 13 sales!!! Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, Padre.
Free info packet! Call Sunsplash
1-800-426-7710.
www.sunsplashlours.com
FREE INFORMATION! Earn Fall
semester cash or start saving for
Christmas NOW! Serious homemailers wanted immediately.
Simple and fun to do. Write for your
FREE details todayll Send
S.A.S.E. to S.M.A.R.T. 245
Lewlston Rd., London, Ky.
40741.
$ Financial Aid $
Attention All Students!
Over 14 Billion in FREE Financial Aid U now
Available for students nationwide from private
sector grants A scholarships! All students are
eligible regardless of grades, income, or parent's
income. For more information, call:
1-800-263-6495 ext. F55342

1,000s POSSIBLE TYPING. Part
time, at home. Toll freel-800-8989778, ext. T-7077 for listings.
ATTENTION STUDENTS: Earn
extra cash stuffing envelopes at
home. All materials provided. Send

I The rations leader ei cofleyt marketing
Is seeking an energetic, entrepreneurial
student for the poslkm of campus rap.
No sales involved Place advertising on
buMfn boards for compartas such as
American Express and Microsoft.
Great part-time job earnings. Choose
your own hours; 4-4 hours per wee*
I required. Cat
Campus Rep Program
American Passage Media Corp
4012nd Avenue West, Sttflkj. WA 96119
(MO) 417-2434 Eat 4444

GUARANTEE! How to build fortune in 6-12 months with very little
effort-even if you're flat broke! Write
today! Send S.A.S.E. with $1 for
FREE information, Vision 3000,
Suite 137, 4053C Tates Creek
Road, Lexingotn, Ky., 40517.

SKYDIVING INSTRUCTIONS
Train and jump the same day for
ONLY $90! Lackey's Airport, US
25 South, 6 miles from Bypass, turn
right on Menelaus Rd. Sat. & Sun
10 a.m. For information, call (606)
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING- 873-0311 or 986-8202 weekends
Eam up to $2,000+ per month working on cruise ships or land-tour
WIN A FREE TEE SHIRT!
companies. World travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc. Seasonal and full-time employment
available. No experience neces^sgqrtawear
sary. For more information, call 1 206-971-3550, ext. C55346.
Just be the first to
come down to First Gear,
WANTED: Students to lose weight
and answer the following
Metabolism breakthrough. FDA
question:
regulated.
$29.95.
Visa,
Mastercard, Discover, checks. Fast
delivery. 1-800-927-3340.
In the movie Pulp Fiction
the "Gimp" has two
FREE T-SHIRT ♦ $1,000 Credit
friends, Zed and who?
card fundraisers for fraternities,
sororities and groups. Any cam- .Ml wnls winner:
pus organization can raise up to •at wu anaawcVmzuMi
(Orwann par customer, par MMJatM pin—■)
$1,000 by earning a whopping $5/
VISA application. Call 1-800-9320528, ext. 65, qualified callers re-

Kappa Delta Tau RUSH
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

10
12
17
19

Dress
Casual
Casual
Dress

Herndon Lounge
McGregor Lobby
McGregor Lobby
Herndon Lounge

All parties start at 9 p. m.

Compiled by Danetta Barker

Colonel home game
changes traffic
Home football games this semester will cause some campus streets
to be temporarily closed.
Kit Carson Drive will be closed
i to southbound traffic from the Park
\ Drive intersection to the Van
I Hoose intersection and will be
; closed to all traffic from the Van
; Hoose intersection to the Eastern
I Bypass intersection after each
i home game.
While Kit Carson Drive is closed,
, vehicles are not permitted to drive in
; front of the stadium or into the 400- 800 areas of Brockton. Streets will
remain closed for about 30 to 45 minutes after each game.

Memorial service
for former professor
Betty Jean Stoess, 66, of
Richmond, died July 15,19% in
• Richmond.
Stoess was an associate profes.sor emeritus of the College of
^Education at Eastern.
The funeral was held July 20,
jbut a memorial service will be
{held on Saturday at 1:30 p.m., at

t

the Episcopal Church Of Our
Savior, 2323 Lexington Road.

of Germany.

New bill allows
student tax deferment

Former student
receives fellowship
Sean Cornett, a 1993 honors graduate from Richmond, was the only
student in the
United States
chosen from a
few select students worldwide to receive
the Harvard
Smithsonian
Center for
Astrophysics
predoctoral fellowship.
Comett will
Sean Comett
study with
fecerveda
physicist Dr.
Smithsonian felAlex Dalgamo
lowship.
of Harvard.
The $15,000
fellowship will enable Comett to
complete his dissertation for a doctoral degree in theoretical atomic
physics at the University of
Kentucky.
Cornett is the son of Troy Cornett
of Richmond and Elfriede Hermann

A federal bill, signed into law on
Aug. 20, will allow participants in
qualified state tuition programs to
defer payment
of federal
taxes on savIVT .___«»
ingsfor
JNATION
tuition, fees,
books, supplies
and equipment
Created in 1988, the Kentucky
Educational Savings Plan Trust
exempted earnings on trust savings
accounts from state income taxes
and provided other incentives to
encourage families to save for college.
However, participants were
responsible for federal taxes on trust
earnings.
Under the new law, federal taxes
will not be paid on earnings from
participation in qualified state tuition
programs until the funds are disbursed.
The beneficiary will then become
responsible for the taxable portion of
any distributions.

POLICE BEAT

?

Compiled by Kristy Gilbert

Aug. 30
Artte Myers, 22, Paris, was
'arrested and charged with an
improper turn, driving on a suspended license and no proof of
insurance.
Ryan D. Moore, 21, Maysville,
Was arrested and charged with alcohol intoxication and possession of
marijuana
Aug. 29
Joshua M. Paulsen, 19,
Elizabethtown, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication.
Jeremiah Ferran, 21, Elkhorn,
was arrested and charged with alcohol intoxication.
Susan Schwartz, Richmond,
reported that her purse and its contents were missing. She said she
had left her purse in Room 229 Of
(he Wallace Building.
Geri Polvino, Richmond,
reported that an organizer belonging to Fred Lin had been stolen
from Alumni Coliseum. The organizer contained $150 in cash, six
credit cards, a passport, car keys
and two airline tickets.
Robert H. Vandiver, 20,
[

Harrodsburg, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication
and possession of marijuana.

Aug. 24
Alan R. Tobin, 18, Clarksville,
Ind., was arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication.
Aug. 26
Lisa Robinson, Richmond,
Michael Wilson, 19, Richmond, reported that her purse had been
reported that a Bazooka speaker stolen from the fountain food court.
was stolen from his vehicle while it
Janet Snyder, Corbin, reported
was parked in the Keene lot
that her mobile telephone was
Tyler Ray Cottrell, 19, stolen from her daughter's vehicle
Richmond, was arrested and while it was parked in the Clay lot
charged with possession of marijuaJason W. Martin,19, Ravenna,
na.
was arrested and charged with alcohol intoxication and possession of a
Aug. 25
fictitious operators license.
Latoyia Morgan, Richmond,
Donald P. Mclntosh, 20,
reported that she had four hubcaps Ravenna, was arrested and charged
stolen from her 1995 Nissan while with alcohol intoxication.
it was parked in Combs Hall lot
Jason M. Hunt 19, Irvine, was
Ross E. Richards, 19, Paris, arrested and charged with alcohol
was arrested and charged with alco- intoxication and possession of a fichol intoxication.
titious operators license.
Dominick S. Fox, 24,
Dennis N. Cable, 20,
Richmond, was arrested and Richmond, was arrested and
charged with disregarding a stop charged with alcohol intoxication.
sign and driving while under the
Miriam Ewers, 19, Richmond,
influence of alcohol.
was arrested and charged with alcoStephen M. Bolton, 21, hol intoxication.
Richmond, was arrested and
Sean S. McCormick, 19,
charged with alcohol intoxica- Richmond, was arrested and
tion.
charged with alcohol intoxication.
\

MON • SEPT 23 • 7:30 PM
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Keene elevator breaks down Shooting: Man dead
BYJUWIBAUUBJ

"

News editor

Since the beginning of the
semester, residents of Keene Hall
have been taking a risk every time
they step into the elevator.
Friday, we went out to eat and
when we went to get out of the elevator, it just kept going up and down
and wouldn't let us out," Nick Shaw,
a freshman in Keene Hall said.
"I'd say we were stuck for about
20 or 30 minutes."
The three elevators in the building haven't been working properly

since school first opened, said
Jeannette Crockett, dean of student
life.
"It actually happened the first
week we were open, the 22 or 23,"
Crockett said.
The incident Crockett is referring to is a flood that damaged all
the elevators in the building.
Director of physical plant James
Street said the problem came from a
ruptured water tank
A pressure release valve had malfunctioned.
"The sump pump that is supposed to come on automatically did-

n't come on and all the water ended
up in the elevator shafts," Crockett
said.
The
repair men responded immediately
to the problem, Crockett said, but it
took a while to get the elevators
working correctly again.
They got them up and working
pretty quickly, but it took a while for
them to really dry out," she said. Tt
was one of those things that couldn't
be predicted and couldn't be
helped."
For Shaw and his roommate
Eddie Stacy, a freshman from
Hazard, help was something that

couldn't come fast enough.
"We pushed the button for the
telephone, but nothing happened so
we just sat down and ate," Shaw
said.
"After that we pushed the little
button for the bell that can be heard
on all the floors. Someone finally
came then."
Shaw said they heard someone
working on the top of the elevator
and they were soon let out of the
elevator.
"I guess it was the repair man up
there," Shaw said. "They let us out
on the 13th floor and we walked up."

Hospital gives
community
taste of its
medicine

From Page A1

and I heard it was over him stepping
on
the guy's shoes, the one that got
him and the rest of them started runBaker said. "Everyone was tryning over there. Then Jackson got shot"
ing to get a piece of him In my opinshot
ion it was self defense."
"I didn't see the gun, but I heard
The Richmond Police have heard
three muffled shots."
another story, which features
Baker said he was unaware that Jackson as a hero who was attemptKavanaugh, whom he has known ing to break up the fight
since high school, was carrying a
Police believe the victim was actgun.
ing as a peacekeeper, according to
Witnesses at the scene reported Sgt Danny Brewer of the Richmond
that Kavanaugh was involved in an Police Department
That's what I have so far," said
altercation with one or more unidentified black males, the police report Set Brewer on Tuesday. That may
change after some interviews."
said.
"It was such a shame, such a
Soon after, the suspect pulled a
.22 caliber handgun from his pants waste," Daugherty said. "I'm
and fired three shots, striking shocked there was no rule about
a security guard present at an
Jackson twice, according to the having
event that size. The party was very
report
done."
The alleged shooter escaped the poorly
Kavanaugh
is being held at the
scene in the panic that followed and Madison County
Detention Center
turned himself in to Richmond police and is being represented by public
late that night. The police report defenders.
also said that Kavanaugh has been
Jackson, a Mayfield High School
absent without leave from the U. S. graduate and member of the football
Marine Corps since March of this team, was a relative of Eastern tailyear.
back William Murrell, who attended
Baker said he cannot offer any the funeral in Mayfield yesterday,
according to Teddy Taylor, Eastern's
reasons why the shooting occurred.
"I heard it was over a woman ... running back coach.

BY SOPHY MOTT

Parking: Proposals in works

Copy editor

Pattie A Clay Hospital is holding an open
house from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. Sept 8 to celebrate
the completion of its new office building complex and introduce several new health services.
The event is also geared to give the community a chance to get to
know the hospital staff,
which includes at least
If you go
40 Eastern students,
according to Jo Helen
What: Paula A
Cloys, director of pubClay open
lic relations for the hoshouse
pital.
When: 1:30-3:30
Julia Jones, an
p.m. Sept 8
Eastern student and a
Where: Medical
registration specials
Office Building
at the hospital, ha
worked there for thre
No. 3
and a half years, while
studying occupational
therapy at Eastern.
Jones feels the hospital offers an excellent
working environment for students.
"It's a very busy environment, but also
relaxed," she said. "A lot of students work
there so you can talk about your classes. It's
really wonderful."
Jones works on an as-needed basis, which
means she doesn't have a set schedule, but is
"on call."
"If s just a matter of where they need me,"
Jones said. "I work in patient accounting, outpatient lab, switchboard."
Her duties vary, but Jones said most of her
work is clerical.
"I probably like ER registration the most.
There's always something going on," Jones
said. "I get to meet a lot of really nice people

From Page A1

Sophy Mott/Progress
Christie Simmons, an Eastern sophomore, works one-on-one at Pattie A. Clay Hospital.

and see a lot of interesting things."
As someone who plans to work in the health
care field, Jones said her hospital experience
will be useful.
"I really do think it will help me a lot. If s
given me a better image of the big picture. It's
made me aware of different health care professions."
Jo Helen Cloys, director of public relations
for Pattie A. Clay, said there are about 40
Eastern students who work there, in all different capacities.
Cindy Powell, an Eastern student majoring
in health information systems, has worked at
Pattie A Clay Hospital for four years.
"I was just job-searching for the summer,"
Powell said.
Powell's title is switchboard operator, but
she said she also works in admissions.
She works 32 hours a week, and is able to
schedule work around her class schedule.

"They're flexible with the hours and they
don't mind it you study while you're here, it
you've got the time," Powell said.
For Powell, her co-workers make Pattie A
Clay a good place to work.
These people make it nice, especially my
boss. He's great," Powell said.
Christie Simmons, a sophomore health
education student at Eastern, has worked at
Pattie A Clay for about seven months. Like
Jones, she works on an as-needed basis. She
says she averages about 25 to 30 hours a week.
Simmons said she has learned a lot about
the health care system from working there.
The terminology, I had no idea of some of
the things they come up with," Simmons said.
"And in admissions, you get to hear all the
diagnosis."
Cloys said anyone interested in working at
Pattie A Clay Hospital can pick up an application in the Human Resources office.

The overall initial change was
good," Mason said.
"Commuters were getting a
good deal, and it freed up some
spots that weren't being used
before. Now we need to make sure
residents get compensated (for
their lost parking)."
The senate's recommended
parking changes should be ready
within two to three weeks, Mason
said, to allow enough time to create
a "flawless" proposal.
After being passed by the senate, the proposal would go to the
council on student affairs, which
could make changes to the senate's
recommendations before voting on
them.
Taking extra time with the proposal now should cut down on the
time it could spend in committee at
the student affairs level, Mason

said.
"We want to be able to make
some changes as quickly as possible."
RHA has entered the research
stages of formulating its proposal,
Lynch said.
A student parking questionnaire, which was approved by the
dean of student life, Jeannette
Crockett, will be circulating on
campus within the next week, he
said.
This is our number one policy
priority, so we are going to push it
hard for the next month or so,"
Lynch said.
An RHA forum to present the
facts and promote discussion about
campus parking is also being
planned. Lynch said.
Any proposal from the RHA
would also have to pass through
the council on student affairs
before being enacted.

: Saga ends with duct tape
From Page A1

"I'm going to take these home
with me to my farm in Rockcastle
County," Bullock said. "That mite
disease killed my swarm, and you
:an't buy bees anymore.
"These bees won't sting," he
said. They don't sting when they

swarm, but you wait a day or two
when they start making honey.
They'll eat you alive if you come
near them."
After all the trouble Hisle and
Kearns went through to catch the
bees and protect the people nearby,
it all ended with a cardboard box
and duct tape.

On the corner of First
and Water Streets
623-0021

Attenlion EKU Employees!

I Bring this coupon to

FOOTBALL
Let the Games Begin
vs.
Troy State

—'■

|($100 Minimum Transaction) (One per wsil)
,Some restrictions apply
I* Not valid with any other offer.

'University Shopping Center!
I

Saturday, September 7
7:00 pm
Roy Kidd Stadium
Hanger Field

(Near Social Security Office)
623-1199

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
$1.59 Margaritas
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and
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For Tickets:
Athletic Ticket Office
126 Alumni Coliseum
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Mason to chair state committee
"I'm kind of an ambassador for the
university. I'm really an ambassador for the entire student body in
Melody Mason, Eastern's stu- the state."
dent government association presiOne of the first topics the board
dent, was appointed to a position at
will address on behalf'of
the state level that will have _,
the students of the comher rubbing elbows with
monwealth is a "Rock
• university bigwigs and the
the Vote" promotion
governor.
Mason views as very
Mason was chosen over
important in the fast
the student body presiapproaching election
dents of eight other universeason.
sities as the chair of the
"For Fall Fest we're
Kentucky Board of Student
doing a statewide voter
Body Presidents.
registration program,"
"The chair position is
she said. There win be
really neat 'cause I beat out
live bands and DJs and
the guy from the Uirversiry MHody Mason
we'll help students get
of Kentucky," Mason said.
will chair the
registered to vote either
"I can't remember the Kentucky Board
out in the Powell courtlast time someone from of Student Body yard or by going to some
Eastern held a leadership Presidents.
classrooms."
position at the state level. I
Mason and her
wanted to take my leaderfellow student body presship beyond the university leveL"
idents hope the "Rock the Vote"
As board chair. Mason will be campaign will get more younger
working closely with Gov. Paul voters out to the polls.
Patton and the Council on Higher
"I think people our age need to
Education on some of the changes be more politically active," Mason
facing universities and other places said.
of secondary learning in the future.
There are so many bright and
"I think I'm in the position to intelligent students with wonderful
really help Eastern," Mason said. opinions that never voice their opinBY JENMFER AUUBJ>

Mews editor

ions by voting."
The student body presidents will
meet about once a month beginning Sept 14 to discuss upcoming
events and problems facing their
universities.
"If s going to come down to a lot
more weekend meetings," Mason
said. "Ifs going to be a lot of work,
but ifs something I wanted. I really
think I can make a difference in this
position."
Mason has been preparing for
this step in her political career
since she was a child.
"I think I first worked on a campaign when I was 11," Mason said.
"I was part of the student senate
for three years as a senator at large,
the chair for the committee on committees and then as vice president
last year. Ifs always been something I've really enjoyed."
No matter how much responsibility Mason is given at the state
level, she said her first priority will
always be Eastern.
"I don't want people to think I'm
going to focus so much on the state
level that our students will suffer,"
she said.
The students' needs and concerns here are still most important
tome."

SHRIMP & FRIES
, Bile size shrimp,
i
i fries, hush puppies.Sk/ / K '
'& cocktail sauce #■*•»«
i!

• mm* lo» k

Campus Wide
Make your appointment NOW!!!
To make it easier for you to change your room, we have a new
policy. Come over today and make your appointment for your
Campus Wide Room Change. By making your appointment, you
can:

• Make an appointment that won't conflict with classes.
• Talk with Assignment Staff about your specific situation.
• NO LINES!

*,'* To Make Your Appointment:

FISH & FRIES
Fish, fries,
hush puppies,
and tarter sauce
|^E«J*^W1V»» KM

BCTM

$2.25
ltd Richmond. KY I.KC I

CHICKEN & FRIES
1

Chicken, fries, hush
! puppies & sweet &
,sour sauce

$2.25:

^" c^ajvmt par cuaMncr
N« lewd -uli any ufecr iwupun u> dMcuum ollc>

thai tht deal now jtfjpuinrA Thiwbigme*,
jua S3 J3 uch Choose from Shrimp & Hat, fish*
Chrten a Counuy-Stytt fish & (hide) oVmos
ampfcttwthgiMsidei. Come n.s*down«Klub
yatuv OrtAfQneou-.WhMvwyoudo.huny
It* i bt of feat for not a lot of money; fcr not I lot of
trie At your pamapating neqhborhood Opum D\

1. Come to EKU Housing (Jones 106) on:.
Thursday, Aug. 29
Friday, Aug. 30
Tuesday, Sept. 3
2. "Bring your PICTURE I.D.

UOVSING

FISH & CHICKEN
• 1 pc. fish. 2 pcs.
'crrrcken. fries.
, hush puppies
.Omw+mpm

SEAFOOD

$3.29

Special Fall Showing of
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Microsoft's
Internet
Explorer

0n>Eil

See the hottest & the latest from
Tommy Hilfiger's new fall lineup.

INTERNET ACCESS PR(

Thursday, September 5th

http://www.orb-bit.com

2:OOpm to 6:OOpm
Meet representative Steve Szwarc. A
Refreshments & gifts with purchase during the event.

EKU Students, Faculty & Staff

fssr $13.95 ?
The Orb-bit Commitment:

"If our service is not the most accessible and fastest in the
county, xve will PAY YOU to surttch."

Orb-bit

Light-Speed

Computers

Research

The Best Deal
fer Financing
theAvailable
Money!
- WAC
351 Radio Park Drive - Suite C-l
Adjacent behind UBS

RICHMOND MALL

Now Playing At

Li////A ti
*

Coming Soon...
Orb-bit *Games Galaxy

623-2086

<SUB UflY*
A delicious duet > j»

The taste that keeps your tummy
in tune with your tastebuds.

6" Turkey Breast & Bacon,
Medium Drink & Chips

s

$3

plus tax

£

We Deliver »624-9241

Search it, Find it, Read it,
Download it - FAST!!!

IOCM. CAU PC* MADISON COUNTY

r

fSawahares A

Low Ratio of
"Users to Lines"

Unlimited Internet Access

*Free Internet Access
*Free Delivery & Setup

Lv

Located on the corner ot Water & Second St.

Earn Big Bucks

Paid in cash

MAKE UP TO $150 PER MONTH
•»Quick & Easy««
New payment for
plasma donors. *
$15 for first donation
$20 for second, donation
in the same Mon. - Fri
New donors make
$20>st donation.
Plus $20 initial donation
in same Mon. - Fri. week.
Make $40 your first week.

ntaut mtcnom fern tmUN ——am pwaoucra

Sera-Tec Biological*
Limited Partnership
292 & Second St
Call for business hours
624-9614

•
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Next week

Just nuke it - microwave
cooking in a dorm made
easy and healthy.
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Accent

tar light star bright
swatch
over me as I work tonight
I have a test tommorow, I haven't slept a wink,
my life is passing by before I can even blink.
The future lies ahead. The thought gives me a lift,

Illustration
by

Tim
Mollelle
& Viclor
Cuellar

Stories by

Jamie
Neal

Late nights at Super One teach responsibility
The freaks aren't the
only ones who come
out at night, according to David
Arragau, Eastern
student and assistant manager of
Super One Foods on
the Eastern Bypass.
"Restaurant workers and people who work late jobs are the
people we see shopping late,"
Arragau said. "Between 1 and 3
a.m. is when we get some crazies
or drunks coming in."
Arragau would know. He's
worked at the store for a year and
a half and has been assistant manager for six months.
He spends most of his nights
and early mornings at the 24-hour
grocery store.
When he works Mondays,
Wednesdays, Fridays and weekends his shift is 10 p.m. to 6:30
a.m. and on Tuesdays, Thursdays
and every other Friday he works
from 8 p.m. to 2 or 3 a.m.
He said he usually works 35
hours per week, four nights during M-W-F weeks and three nights
during T-R-F weeks.
"I love it, even with the late
nights," he said. "It's fun; the people I work with make work very
interesting. We are all from different places and like different
music, have different styles and
have different opinions about
everything. We have a lot to talk ..
about"
A junior majoring in pre-engineering in physics, the assistant
manager carries a class load of 15
hours.
With a class schedule ranging
from 8 a.m. until 11:30 am somedays and then lasting until 2:15
p.m. on others, Arragau is provided with around seven hours sleep
at the moat and two hours at the
least, which is more frequent, he
said.
"When I first started working
late I did used to fall asleep in
class and sometimes even skip,"
he said. "Now I'm pretty adjusted
to not getting much sleep.
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Shannon Ratlitf/Progress
12:30 a.m.- David Arragau, assistant manager of Super One Foods,
gives direction to an employee auring third shift.

"Of course there are times
when I wish I could call in or not
show up," Arragau said. "That
would be a bad example for the
rest of the crew though, and I
need money to go to school."
The money Arragau makes at
Super One has provided him the
opportunity to excel in school with
a 3.0 grade point average.
"I could probably have a better
grade point average but working
is definitely worth it," he
explained. "It makes it hard on my
grades, but at the same time I'm
happy I can pay all my bills and
don't have to get school loans. It's
easier to pay now than after I
graduate."
To maintain a 3.0 GPA,
Arragau said he makes time to
study and tries to make time to
get some sleep every day.
"I usually take naps when I get
off work. Then I go to class, and
of course, I study in the library
from about 1 until 5 and then
sometimes take another nap
before I go back to work," he said.
"If s not as hard on Tuesdays
and Thursdays because I get off
earlier. If I have a test or something they will work with my

schedule. I'm grateful for that
since some places have a set
schedule all the time."
Arragau said he has weekend
afternoons before work and days
off, but admits he usually spends
his days off catching up on sleep.
"My wife used to get upset, but
now she understands," he said.
After graduation, Arragau said
he is hoping Toyota will have
opened more plants in Kentucky
and that he will be employed by
the company. He said he would
like to work with engines and
even build them himself.
For now, though, he said he
plans to continue with his responsibilities at Super One Foods,
which include making sure everything gets done for the following
day, dealing with customers, setting up sale items for the next
week and working with the
cashiers.
"It definitely gives me a feeling
of satisfaction," he said.
"I have learned a lot and
gained a lot of responsibility since
I took the assistant manager position. The people on day-shift
depend on the work we do at
night"
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Time management made easy at Kinko's
drk hard, study
hard, play hard
and sometimes
even sleep a little hard is what
senior Jeremy
Simpson said he
does while working at Kinko's
Copies on the Eastern Bypass.
A triple major in physics,
mechanical engineering and
physics teaching, Simpson is the
third shift supervisor for the store.
He said he spends nights and early
mornings fulfilling responsibilities
including assisting customers with
the self-serve machines, completing a checklist of duties and filling
orders for the next day that were
left over from the earlier shifts.
"I wouldn't choose any other
shift," Simpson said. "We do everyShannon Ratliff/Progress
thing that needs to be done and
1:30 a.m. - After an hour without a customer in sight, Jeremy Simpson,
then nothing's hectic. We're not
constantly doing something; it's a third shift supervisor at Kinko's Copies, attends to his work.
very relaxed atmosphere. I read,
hours, he finds time for studying to work and to school again the other
play games on the computer, do
day without getting any sleep," he
keep his 2.6 grade point average
my homework, watch TV. and talk and for sleeping.
explained.
if someone's here working with
"I just wasn't sleepy. After work"Sleep is for wimps," he said.
me. Plus there are fringe benefits
ing third shift for a while, you find
"No, actually I sleep in between
to working third," he said.
you need less sleep. Sometimes I
my classes and work, and then do
Simpson said he is rarely left to
don't get all my sleep because I
my studying at work. I get aU my
work alone and usually at least two homework done easy and stiU usuwant to see my girlfriend during
workers are at the store at all
the little time I have with her.
ally have three to four hours at
times.
"If I lose sleep, I lose sleep."
work left to play even after I study."
There's always a chance you
Simpson said he could do withAlthough he claims he isn't
will end up working alone, if some- deprived of sleep, even with the all- out die sleep, but not a social life.
one calls in sick or something, but
"It does kinda put a crimp in it,"
nighters, Simpson admits he has
he said. "It hinders you just for the
we by to keep that to a minimum
taken naps at work when someone
for safety reasons.
else is there to watch the store, and fact that you don't have time in the
afternoon like everybody else.
"You'd be surprised at the peothat it has been hard to stay awake
"While they're socializing, I'm
ple that come in here," he said.
in class at times.
catching up on my sleep. But I do
"YouTI be here alone, four hours
"If a class is boring, if s hard,"
have time off, and my days off are
will pass with no one coming in and he said. Tou just have to force
prime weekend time."
yourself to stay awake. I'm usually
all of a sudden a man in a beard
"My manager works with my
more awake in the morning
and trenchcoat will come in.
schedule. He realizes I go to school
because I'm still going from the
"We have discretion as to who
and that sometimes I have somewe let in since we lock the doors at night before.
thing to do," he said.
"I have to stay awake, because I
11 p.m. We also get students in
"You can't let the stress get to
have no desire to skip. I figure if
here doing things at the last
I'm working to pay for college, why you. You put your nose to the
minute. They come in here all
grindstone and chuck it out"
am I going to pay and then not go
stressed and with beads of sweat
*Tou feel like you're part of socito class?
everywhereT
"Working for college makes you ety. You're doing something to
Simpson usually works four
make it a better place.
nights per week, from 11 p.m. until appreciate it much more."
Tin not on welfare or relying on
Staying awake for work and
8a.m. As a fun-time student with
anyone to take care of me, and I'm
class sometimes means not going
18 hours, he has to be in class
going to school with work. Thaf s
everyday from ft 15 a.m. until 12:30 to sleep for days at a time, he said
something a lot of people can't say."
"I went from work to class, to
p. m. Somewhere in between those
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Tap
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Jim's Pawn & Music Shop

13.88 Worth

•Buy • Sell • Loan • Trade
Loan on most anything ol value

Now open Fri.-Sat.-Sun.

CASH fly A FLASH

Box Office Show at Dusk

IIM

GOLD

lml<-|H-ml<-m <-

IIJIV

DIAMONDS

TODAY
SEPTEMBER

, FRIDAY
SEPTEMBER

J 10:30 a.m.-l p.m. Food Court
Mall
Colonel Roast

J 9-11:30 a.m. & 1-3 p.m.
Hepatitis B Vaccine Clinics

5
J 4 p.m. Intramural office
Rag Football default fee due

J Volleyball
Colonels vs. USC at Columbia
Invitational

6
-J 9 a.m. Combs Building
University Writing^Requirement,
pre-registration and photo ID
' required.

SATURDAY
SEPTEMBER

7

SUNDAY
SEPTEMBER

TUESDAY
SEPTEMBER

□ 6:30 p.m. Donovan Annex
SPJ meeting: How to Get An
Internship, David Thompson, Executive
Director Kentucky Press Association

Q 4:45 p.m. Kennamer Room
Powell Building
RHA Meeting

J 4 p.m. Burrier Building
Child/Family Studies
Club meeting

J 5 p.m. Kennamer Room
Powell Building
Golden Key National Honor
Society

Ufa p.m. Powell Conference
Room E
EKU Young Democrats meeting

J 9:15 p.m. Catholic Newman
Center
Pizza Theology

J 9:30 a.m.-noon; 1:30-3 p.m.
TB Clinics

10

WEDNESDAY
UPCOMING

L) 9:30 a.m.-noon;l:30-3 p.m.
TB Clinics

i

Etc...

Located on the comer of
Third 4 Water St
Richmond 623-2810

[we pay cash for your cds and tapes]

posters mm
Mkrii

11

WHERE YOUR MUSIC MATTERS
J Friday Sept. 13
Campus wide room changes end

ANNOUNCEMENTS

_l 6-10 p.m. Mon-Fri,
Recreation Center Gymnasium
(13 and over) Free play
Basketball Open Gym

J 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Mon-Thu
Giles Gallery
Transylvania Faculty Art Show
through Oct. 1

We are your link to Eastern's campus.
Check us out every Thursday to keep up with campus events and news.
THE EASTERN PROGRESS

622-1881

*-I

FOLEY'S OUTDOOR WORLD
230 Palsy Drive, Richmond • (606) 626-0008
Mon -Sat. 9 a.m,-9 p.m. Sun. 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
AKCIIIKY • MLYZLELOADING • FIREARMS • FISIUNC • LIVE BAIT
AND....THE DART INDOOR TARCET SYSTEM...a 9'xl2' screen with
life-size moving animals. I Iunt everything from game birds to
African animals with archery or our firearms.
Bring In this ad with a group of 3 new customers
and receive 15 minutes FREE shooting time.
Limited time and one tree visit per person.

It Doesn't Matter who Wins...
It's WHERE You Watch The i

Join our Monday Night Football Parties
1/2 Price Appetizers & Reduced Drink Prices
Hand-cut Steaks
Inside or
Fresh Seafood
on Our
Sp rtS Pati
5 Large Screen T.V.s
°
°
Live Entertainment Friday & Saturday Nights .
Tyson Fight-10 p.m., Saturday FREE
Open 3 p.m.-midnight, Sun.-Thurs. • Fri. & Sat. til 1 a.m.
700 Ford Road
(Just Across the Boonesboro Bridge)
Promoting Responsible
Alcohol Awareness
iV

FREE ADMISSION
To th* driver ol the vatva*
Mutt orttent thit coupon
Good Sept 6.7 » a

COMPACT
DISCS
m
TAPES

■ You may also e-mail your
announcements with attention
to What's On Tap to
progressOacs.eku.edu

□ 3:30 p.m. Keen Johnson Building
Faculty Senate Meeting

Courage Under Fire

GUNS

■ Deadline for information is
Noon the Monday prior to
publication on Thursday. You
may bring in announcements
in advance.

J 5:30 p.m. Catholic Newman
Center
Student Mass followed by
Sunday Supper

9

SEPTEMBER

■ If you have an event you
would like published in the
What's On Tap section, contact Marie Moffitt or Aryssa
Bramlage at 622-1882.

J 5:30 p.m. Lake Reba
Welcome Picnic for Phi Beta
Lambda

8

MONDAY
SEPTEMBER

_i 1:30 p.m. Episcopal Church of
Our Saviour
Memorial service for Dr. Betty
Stoess, former education professor.

To P«st an Event

E23|

GUITARS

527-3582

/

■
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^Moreau* leaves
answers blank
BY ALYSSA BRAMLAOE

Arts editor

Peter Sorel
Val Kilmer stars as Dr. Moreau's assistant, Montgomery, in New Line Cinema's sci-fi thriller, 'The Island of Dr. Moreau', based on the novel by H.G. Wells.

What would happen if someone
decided to play God?
The film "The Island of Dr.
Moreau" offers one version of an
answer.
And that's about all it offers.
With Marlon Brando as Dr.
Moreau and Val Kilmer as his assistant, Montgomery, this film has
plenty of talent to work with.
Unfortunately, these actors are
wasted on a story that doesn't fully
develop.
Edward Douglas (David
Thewlis) is stranded in the ocean
after a plane taking him to Jakarta
on a peace-keeping mission crashes.
He is picked up by Montgomery
and brought to a remote island.
Douglas discovers that a Nobel
prize-winning geneticist, Dr.
Moreau, is his host. There he
meets Moreau's daughter, Aissa
(FairuzaBalk).
Douglas becomes worried when
Montgomery locks him in his
room. Later that night, Douglas
sneaks out and witnesses a hideous
birth in progress.
Horrified, he tries to escape
aided by Aissa, but they are caught

Rice's new novel
bores to bones BY ROGER RIDDEU

Contributing writer

As a devout follower of novelist
Anne Rice, I feert cheated after
completing her latest work,
;^ervant of the Bones'.
•-"£ Overall, the book is good and
fold with Rice's usual doses of gothic romance, forays into ancient his- tory and a heady mix of dark mysti^cism.
The story revolves around
" Azriel, a centuries old Babylonian
. ghost who was made into a
guardian spirit to serve the evil
'. ends of those who held mastery
- over him.
The novel begins with Azriel
telling his tale to a Jewish scholar,
Jonathan.
Azriel has been summoned to
avenge the murder of a young girl,
the daughter of the founder of a
worldwide religious order with
political power.
The first part of the novel deals
with Azriel's life as a boy in ancient
, Babylon, his sacrifice to the gods
and his afterlife as a spirit
The first half of this book nearly
drove me out of my mind with boredom. I didn't care who this character, Azriel, was. Something, indeed,
was lacking. Plot? Characterization?
"Servant" seems to be a vehicle
for Rice to present to us her views

on salvation and damnation.
With "Servant of the Bones," she
seems to sacrifice provocative characterization and plot for religious
ponderings and metaphysical musings.
Once the story resumes in modern day Manhattan, the plot begins
to gain momentum.
Azriel attempts to discover just
who has summoned him and to
what end.
His search leads to the religious
order. A discovery is made which
threatens Western civilization
unless Azriel can stop it.
Does any of this sound familiar?
Rice seems to be cannibalizing a
few bits of her other works to
achieve an end in this one.
The power-mad leader hearkens
back to Rice's vampire novel, The
Queen of the Damned."
Using a scholar to record and
transcribe Azriel's story reminds
us of Rice's "Interview With the
Vampire."
Rice seems to be repeating herself. Frankly, I would have thought
Rice had more creativity in her limitless imagination than to feed off
her past novels to give birth to a
new one.
Anne Rice should return to what
she does best: writing novels that
keep her fans enthralled.

by Montgomery and Moreau.
At dinner that night, Moreau
explains that the beast people
Douglas has been seeing are the
result of gene-splicing in order to
produce a perfect race of humans.
Things start to fall apart after
one of the beast-men kills a rabbit,
which is against the law. One of
the other beast-men kills him for
violating the law.
This action prompts HyenaSwine(Daniel Rigney), one of the
beast-men, to take control of his situation.
The society created by Dr.
Moreau begins to fall apart when
Hyena-Swine decides to take over
the island.
This film relies too heavily on
the question, "Should man interfere
with nature?"
This makes for interesting dinner conversation, but without good
character and plot development, it
makes a bad movie.
The script from Richard Stanley
and Ron Hutchins relies on the
audience to make its own decision
as to whether Dr. Moreau was right
or wrong.
The one-hundredth anniversary
of H.G. Wells' novel of the same
name should have been celebrated
more aptly than with this movie.

New show
offers——
mixed
media art m
BY ALYSSA BRAMLAGE

Arts editor

Amy Kearns/PrcKjress
Pictured Is "Beetle Action' by Dan Sorter, an artist exhibited at the Transylvania Faculty Ait Show in Giles Gallery.

. At 7:30 p.m.Tuesday, Giles
Gallery welcomed faculty from
Transylvania University.
Jack Girard, Anne Binford,
Florence Thome and Dan Selter
will be showing until Oct 1.
Girard is the only member of
the group to have shown here
before. He had a solo show
around
1990, said Betsy
Kurzinger, coordinator of the
show.
All of the people showing are
full-time faculty at Transylvania.
Jack Girard will be showing
drawings, collage and mixed
media installations. Anne
Binford is showing paintings.
Florence Thorne is showing 3dimensional work in mixed
media. Dan Selter is showing
ceramics.
"This is an exchange show.
They show here, and next
month we show at Transy,"
Kurzinger said.
The show is open to the pub
lie. Admission is free.

Saves on calling cards, too!
Just dial 1-800-GOLLECT and use any local calling card.

It's Fast. It's Easy. It Saves.
For long-dittance calls. Savings vs.Interstate 1-800-CALL-ATT basic card rates.

>
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Profiles
Activities editor

Eugenia Fitzgerald loves working in fundraising because it gives
her the chance to make friendships.
How long have you been
working in radio?
I started out as a volunteer
at a public radio station
back around 1984 at
WKXU in Kent. Ohio. I was
about 17; 1 had been listening to
their jazz programming at night
and I went by the station and said.
'Llove this station. How can I
help?' and they put me to work
right away.

i

Eugenia Fitzgerald
Director of development
for Eastern's Arts & News
network

Why did you choose to
work in the development
and fundraising area?
I got real excited about
radio and decided this is
what I wanted to do. I wanted to do fundraising rather
than be in academics. I still love
academics. I felt this is much
more dynamic and that it kept me
on the cutting edge of communications with other people, and I
really love that aspect of radio
combined with fundraising.

Working in radio at a
young age gave
Fitzgerald her start in
where she wants to
be: involved with people.
Hometown: Outside of
Washington, D. C.
About her new hometown:
These small town folks are
really friendly and concerned
about one another. I like
being in a place where you
can be on such friendly terms
with one another."

E

What was your last job
position before coming
to Eastern?

I was the membership'
director and I was in
charge of keeping track of
membership records and in
charge of trying to acquire new
members and all the paperwork
and mailing that goes into that.

E9

VICIOUS CYCLE
What does WEKU/WEKH
have that's Informative
on the air waves?

moving to a much smaller town
than what I live in.'

BY MARIE MOFFTTT

W

BOCKV MOUNTAIN

Why did you decide to
come to Eastern?

I was looking for a new job.
and I interviewed in several
places. Actually, when I
came down here to my
interview I was scared, and I
thought 'if I take this job I'll be

What helped you make
the final decision?
The whole station was
present to interview me.
and I was asked to spend
time with each person. As
the day went on I realized I really
liked these people, and I really
liked the format and felt really
comfortable here.
I think one of the reasons why
I chose it is because its format
and its size are similar to the station I'm coming from, although
my responsibilities are greater
here
So. it's a step up but not a huge
step up. I'll be most effective ffiis
way.

E

How do you like working
with the people at the
station?

I was just touched by all
the people that I met. All
the friendliness and the
warmth and the cohesiveness of the staff, and I really wanted that job.

(3

What are some of the
events planned for this
year?

Our fall fund drive is set
for Oct. 18 - 26. We have
these drives twice a year,
once in the fall and once in
the spring, and it's the time we go
to our listenership and ask them
to become new members. We call
it "Oktoberfest.

□

We're the only source on
air for classical music and
arts programs and we also
do the news. We will be broadcasting EKU sports live throughout the season at 88.9 FM. If they
(students/faculty/community)
feel this is a valuable service, give
us a call or reach us on the web at
www. weku.org.
How far are you on your
master's degree?
I'm completing my master's in Latin and I'm
embarking on an MBA
here at EKU. I went into Greek
and Latin because I didn't really
give much thought to what I wanted to study when I first went to
school. No one really sat down
and said let's look at what would
be practical to study.

GA R V

MOUNTAIN BIKES
204 SOUTH THIRD ST RICHMOND, KY
(606)626-8715

BONTRAGCR

228 S. Second St.
Sun. - Wed.
11 a.m. - 1:30 a.m.
Thurs. - Sat.
11 a.m. -2:30 a.m.

APOUO

PfzfA

I I SMI R

623-0330
FAST FREE DELIVERY

CELEBRATING 13 YEARS
ofserving Richmond A EKU

,.— Why did you choose
•*■ Latin?
By the time I got to graduate school, I realized I didn't want to do academia. I
was much more interested in
interacting with people. So I have
a love of languages and of culture,
and there is still that scholarly
side to me, but I would much
rather be in an environment
where I can be working one on
one with folks and creating relationships, working on relationships and making relationships
meaningful.

Do you think you made
the
right
decision
choosing Eastern?

Suggestions
To suggest someone to be
featured in Profiles, contact Jamie Neal or Marie
MoHitt at 622-1872 or
1882.

I love the station. I love the
people that work here, and
I really like EKU and I'm
looking forward to knowing it better and developing some
partnership with other areas in
the university.

1

OTRAVELAGENTS
PI INTERNATIONAL

624-9175

(Top Loaders Only)
Please clip and bring this coupon
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Tanning packages for EKU students

$
i
i

W A
■ l nun one pet customer. Not gmxl
' with any other loujxm or discount.

Single visit $2.50 with ID
10 visits $20
15 visits $26.25

'We really do want your business!"

Pink Flamingo
Laundry & Tanning Co.
620 Big Hill Ave. • 623-0076

AIRLINE RESERVATIONS
GROUP TRAVEL

WINTER \
VACATION ^

t

SPRING
BREAK
taitime@iglou.com

America's Vacation Store
Nobody reaches
EKU like we do!
THE EASTERN PROGRESS
622-1881

■ ESEBVE

OFFICEBS'

T ■ A I ■ I ■ G

COBPS

7:30 a.m. lo 10 p.m. Mon-Sai
10 a.m. lo 10 p.m. Sun

The sisters of

Chi Omega
want to welcome their new Baby Owls:
Jessica Humphrey
Aja Casserly
Crystal Dixon
Kelly Bastin
Amy Jones
Kelly Ryan
Sara Stich
Shannon Propps
Brandy Jump

Jessica Hart
Stacey Groneck
Christine Wertz
Suzanne Vann
Tiffany Neufarth
Jennifer Winburn
Jill Bauer
Amanda MacSwords
Kim Wefer

We love our Baby Owls!f

ONE COURSE THAT COULD CHANGE
THE COURSE OF YOUR LIFE.
Look forward to the future with
confidence. Enroll in Army ROTC,
an elective that's different from
any other college course. ROTC
offers hands-on leadership training Training that gives you
experience and helps build self-

confidence, character and management skills All the credentials
employers look for. ROTC is open to
freshmen and sophomores without
obligation and requires about 4
hours per week It will put your
life on a whole new course

ARMY ROTC
TIE SMABTEST COLLEGE COURSE T0C CAM TAKE
For details, visit 515 Begley Building or call
622-1215
—
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Marie Moflitt, editor
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Activities

Black expo '96 set to involve everyone
BY MARIE

MpfFrn

Activities editor

N

Live entertainment, a social
gatthering and a dance/party are all
open events to get EKU involved.
Black Expo '96 is scheduled to
kick off at 11 a.m. and will last until
3 p.m. Monday in the Powell
Building solicitation area.
The event will introduce students to other clubs and organizations on campus and raise interest
in memberships. Some of the participants are Black Student Union,
Gospel Ensemble, Delta Sigma
Theta, Kappa Alpha Psi, Phi Beta
Sigma and Zeta Phi Beta.
This is the first year the Black
Expo has been held on Eastern's
campus.

"It gives opportunities for clubs
and organizations to be exposed to
others," said Sandra Moore, director of Multicultural Student
Services (MCSS).
"And it gives students an opportunity to find out about the services
offered by the Multicultural Stud
Services."
From 4 p.m.- 6 p.m. on Tuesday,
there will be a mix and mingle
event with Eastern students, faculty
and staff. This program will be an
informational on how to get
involved with MCSS programs and
events.
"People think it's only for the
black folks, but it's not," Moore
said.
You don't have to be black to be
a part of the activities or future

there will be a
events
by
close out dance/
Multicultral " People thinks it's
party. The admisStudent
only for Mack
sion price is FREE
Services.
with a canned food
Moore also
folks.
item or $1 without
said they're
Sandra Moore, an
item.
trying to break
director of MCSS Proceeds will go
down the barrito the Salvation
rs that exist,
Army. MCSS is
cause
it
turning the event into a fundraiser.
ddewu hold true for their office.
The clubs and organizations that Music will be provided by Super
are involved with the MCSS are Sound Productions.
Mr. Black Lexington. Johnny
helping to put on the Black Expo
Jackson, will be the special guest.
'96.
"They get them more involved He will attend the event on Tuesday
and more exposure on campus and and Thursday. Jackson is an
Eastern student.
in the community," Moore said.
"It's an opportunity for the entire
Two "hot" local groups will provide live singing entertainment on campus and community to have
Wednesday night and on Thursday exposure to black activities and

9)

events and to be involved," Moore
said.
The Black Expo is open to the
entire campus.
Moore said it gives students a
chance to become part of black student life at the university and see
that the services provided by MCSS
are open to the entire campus.
A chance to meet new people,
an opportunity to help out the
Salvation Army and a membership
drive to get more students to join
clubs and organizations will all be
featured at Black Expo "96. along
with entertainment for all to enjoy.
"It should be something for
everybody," Moore said.
For more information contact
Multicultural Student Services at
622-3205.

Expo '96 Events
■ "Get Involved"
11 a.m. - 3 p.m., Monday,
Powell Building
■ "MCSS ComlrT Straight At
Ya" with special guest, Mr.
Black Lexington
4 p.m. - 6 p.m., Tuesday,
Fountain Food Court
■ "What's Up On Stage?"
featuring 'Forte' with opening
act "One Accord"
7 p.m. -10 p.m., Wednesday,
Fountain Food Court
■ "Close Out Jam" with special
guest, Mr. Black Lexington
9 p.m. -12 a.m.. Thursday.
Fountain Food Court

New coordinator
to arrive Sept. 9
BY MARIE MOFFITT

She said she is very much
looking forward to coming to
Students on campus wili be Eastern.
seeing a new face in student orgaHeigle has worked in various
nizations Sept. 9.
fields. She has organized rush
Cari Sue Heigle, the current activities and facilitated retreats,
director of Panhellenic Affairs at one being with the joint
the University of Tennessee, will Interfraternity and Panhellenic
be the coordinator of student Council.
organizations at Eastern.
She has served on university
Heigle will be replacing committees for alcohol and drug
Troylyn Leforge and has already awareness, wellness week and
made some trips to Richmond to leadership development.
prepare for her new duties.
At Eastern, Heigle will be
Heigle comes to Eastern with a working with a wide range of
bachelor's degree in communica- ^ organizations. Some of her
tions and public relations
responsibilities will be: developfrom The University of Tole3o ing appropriate administrative
and a master's degree in higher policies and procedures, coordieducation from The Ohio State nating programs for organization
University.
and personal development for fraShe has advised many national ternity and sorority members and
social sororities, historically designing and delivering leaderblack Greek sororities and nation- ship development programs.
al Greek honor societies. She also
"My interest is with working
advised the Panhellenic council.
with the Greeks and other organi"Eastern has very successful zations." Heigle said.
student development programs,"
Heigle is a part of the National
Heigle said.
Association of Student Personnel
Activities editor

Shannon Ra lH/pr

Pro beach volleyball

"

°9'ess

Sophomore Kent Dixon. from Northern Kentucky, spiked the volleyball into the air during the Pi Kappa Alpha
Fraternity Rush get together last week.

Lambda Sigma inducts members
BY ALYSSA BRIMLAGE

Arts editor

In April, the Lambda Sigma
Society inducted 50 new members.
Lambda Sigma Society is a
national sophomore honor society
and repeats this procedure each
year. Eastern is the Mu chapter of
the society.
All freshmen who meet qualifications set by the society are encouraged to join, i ne eligible freshmen
are contacted by letters after the fall
semester.
Prospective members must have
a 3.3 grade point average in order to
make it to the interview phase.
At the interview, questions are
asked in both a serious and humorous manner. They can range from,
"What kind of candy bar would you
be?" to "What would your contributions to Lambda Sigma be?"

alh

Through the interviews and
applications, students are evaluated
on qualities of leadership, scholarship, fellowship and spirit of service.
Once accepted, the prospective
member has to complete four
stages. The inductee is honored in
ceremonies that reflect the society's
principles. After this, the student is
a member of the Lambda Sigma
Society.
Lambda signifies truth, while
Sigma signifies honor. Each member is expected to live up to the
symbols of the society.
The officers for 1996-97 are:
President B.J. Ruckriegel, Vice
President Beth Whisman, Secretary
Jeremy Burns, Treasurer Mark
Strauss, Public Relations Chris Hurt
and Co-Rituals Mary Rose Dailey
and Brooke Dunn.

1996
Members
Adam Back
Mmdy Knight

Farrah Cheek
Sarah Merlin
Mary Rose Dailey
Miriam Neace

Carl Heigle stats
■ Age: 26
■ Hometown: Newark. Ohio
■ Education: M.A. Higher
Education. The Ohio State
University; B.A.
Communications and Public
Relations, The University of
Toledo
■ Membership card: Chi
Omega Sorority, University of
Toledo

*%M

Susan Sexton

■

ajR ,

■ «
'

Chelsea Givan
Kevin Slone

ft"

-*

Mary Horn
Christy Strange
Chris Hurt
MarkStrouss

Amy Barnes
Karen Lehmenkuler

Brooke Dunn
Thomas Nitschke. II

Sarah Blosssom
HoByLemay

Lawania Eden
Kristi Renfro

Alyssa Bramlage
SusanneLong

Emily Eis
Casey Roach

Jenny Jackson
Karen Tipton

AnnBuffin
Jason Lynch

Melissa Ellison
TriciaRoth

Sarah Johnson
Amanda Van Meter

Jessica Evens
B.J Ruckriegel, Jr.

Joshua King
Elizabeth Whisman

Welcome back

Mindy Finn
Teresa Seewer

KnsKleme
Sarah Williamson

Travis Harris, a freshman construction technology major, was getting plenty
to eat Irom freshman Brian Frazier. Tuesday afternoon at the Martin Hall
Patio welcome back picnic.

Jeremy Bums
Leah Martin

Sheenah Burton
LeonMabngly

Nathan lies
Nicole Thompson

Joshua Flanery

\y£t

______ — *.

______\____\\\&X__\\_\_
Amy Keams/Progress

Kelly's Fruit Market

220 N. Second St.
626-8135

pa

Time Spirts
•Buy 'Sell 'Trade 'Consignment
Why pay expensive prices for
new sporting equipment?

Produce

K

<?

•Tennis Racket
$9.95
•Racketball Racket $6.95
•Baseball Gloves
$12.95
•Baseball Bats
$15.95
•Golf Culb
$7.95
•Golf Balls
$1 2 a dozen
•Golf Sets
$50.95
Also sell and trade sporting cards

UNIVERSITY
BOOK 8c SUPPLY
Bananas, grapes, apples, peaches,
potatoes, & stuff for salads

Tues. - Fri.
1 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday
10a.m.-6 om.
.

Tern Bush
Conner McCracken

Administrators
and
the
Association
of
Fraternity
Advisers. She is also a facilitator
on
the
Undergraduate
Interfraternity Institute.
She has served as conference
adviser for Area V and the
Southeastern
Panhellenic
Conference and has trained over
100 rush counselors in Educational
Counseling and Psychology 30r>

Australian Navel Orange
1 coupon per customer expires 9/12/96

M

Located behind
Burger King
624 - 2873
Mon. - Fri. 8a.m.-6p.m.
Sunday 10a.m.-Span.

Book returns end
Saturday, Sept. 7
1090 Lancaster Rd.

* Just off campus
"I

Brian Simms. editor
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Sports
Hold on
to your
seat for
this one
Fasten your seat belts.
Colonel football fans, for
[he most interesting ride of
recent history has arrived.
The ride is none other than
football — '96 style.
This season finds Eastern
squaring off against teams fighting within the ranks of me Sports
Network top 25 poll. This scientific study is conducted with the
help of some 125 individuals.
At this point,
more than
usual, all the
gurus can only
hypothesize a
team's fate.
After last
weekend, there
is more of a
feel of how
things will
actually be on
the gridiron.
CHAD QITJ-X
But, one game
On the Sidelines
does not make
a season.
One game may serve as a preliminary litmus test, especially
considering the schedules some
Colonel foes undertook.

~Thg"lowdowir

•

Out of five ranked Colonel
opponents, four opened their
respective seasons last weekend.
Troy State stayed within the IAA affiliation to find a season
opener.
Troy beat Alcorn State 61-7.
Alcom entered the season just off
the top 25 list.
Eastern Illinois defeated I-A
Mid-American Conference member Western Michigan 28-20,
while Appalachian State and
Middle Tennessee also tested the
waters against stiff I-A competition.
Appalachian tried its luck
against ACC member Wake
Forest.
Middle hit the gridiron against
I-A foe Ix)uisianaTech.
If I he score was any indication,
Appalachian appeared to give
Wake a pretty good scare.
The I-A member came out victorious, 19-13. Middle didn't fare
as well, falling to Tech 20-0.
The simple fact these three
schools are playing I-A opponents
should say something.
If a team from I-AA tries to
play with its big brothers and
gets handled pretty well, they can
simply chalk it up to the opposition being a division ahead. If a
team comes within inches of
pulling an upset, people should
take notice.
Heaven foroid a little brother
come out on top against a I-A
opponent.
After all, aren't these types of
games scheduled for homecomings, or games you are looking for
a win, or maybe a favor to a friend?
^ Eastern's last run against I-A
competition came in 1992.
The Colonels traveled to
I-ouisville where the Cardinals triumphed by a mere 10 points.
Would playing a I-A team help
the Colonels prepare for one of
their toughest schedules in recent
. years?
That question will have to be
put on hold.

The road ahead

i

I"'

This year's schedule calls for
teeing it up against three teams in
the I-AA top 10.
•
The last time the Colonels
faced this caliber of competition
was back in '81, with two opponents landing in the final top 10
poll.
The first test of just how hard
the schedule will be is Saturday,
against a team that put up basketball-like numbers in its last contest.
Following that game is a trip to
Bowling Green. If history serves
as an indication, rankings and
schedules don't matter.
Senior safety Chris Guyton
begins his fourth year as a starter
in the Colonel secondary. The past
two seasons, he has been the team
leader in interceptions.
As opposed to years past,
Guyton said there are no breaks
from solid competition for the '96
campaign.
"Knowing we have a hard
schedule, so we have to go out
and play," he said. There are no
gimme games this year."

Tested Trojans face
Eastern Saturday
BY BRIAN SIMMS

a lot about us from our first game."
That first game saw Blakeney's
Troy State already has a game team rack up 467 yards of total
offense, 316 on the ground. They
under its belt Eastern does not.
One coach says it doesn't matter. also have possibly the best pass rush
in Division I-AA with a defensive line
The other says it does.
No matter what the opinion, that averages 6 feet 3 inches and 280
pounds. Kidd simply describes the
both will settle
Trojans in three words — big, strong
their differand physical.
ences when the Eastern"They've got some good athteams face off at Troy
letes," Kidd said.
7 p.m.
on
Attempting to break through that
Saturday at Roy State
Kidd Stadium.
line will be another talented team of
The eighth- Where: Roy
running backs for Eastern.
ranked Trojans Kidd Stadium
William Murrell will be the
beat up on
starter, with Daymon Carter in
Alcom State last Where 7 p.m.
reserve.
week, 61-7, while Saturday
"Daymon Carter will not be the
the lOth-ranked
back-up, though," running backs
Colonels contin- Radio:
coach Teddy Taylor said. "Daymon
ued hitting each WEKY
will be used as kind of a second feaother in practice. 1340 AM
ture tailback. Both Murrell and
•'That's defiCarter will get plenty of snaps and
nitely an advanDrew Hall will be there to add In the
tage for them," Eastern coach Roy running game as weD."
Kidd said. "If we got an edge, it's that
That has Blakeney worried.
we are playing at home, but I would
"Their tailbacks look dangerous
like to have already played a game."
anytime they touch the ball,"
Said Troy State coach Larry Blakeney said. "We're gonna try to
Don Knight/Progress
Blakeney, "We don't know very get our guys ready to play the toughmuch about them, but they do know est game in their career."
William Murrell. shown here in a recent practice, will start at tailback.
Sports editor

« We're gonna try
to get our guys
ready to play the
toughest game in
their career.
Larry Blakeney,
Troy State coach

yy

Eastern will be missing its best
pass rusher in defensive end David
Hoelscher.
The second-team All Ohio Valley
Conference selection from last season suffered a partially torn ligament
in his knee and will definitely not
play against the Trojans. He may be
out until the OVC opener on Sept. 28
against Tennessee Tech.
That is the only injury for the
Colonels, besides minor bumps and
bruises.
Troy State, however, will be at full
strength. They expect to have linebacker Shawn Stuckey, a transfer
from Vanderbilt, back from a
sprained media collateral ligament in
his left knee.

Blessing turns
other cheek—
Colonels venture
to season opener
with one setter

the best three out of five game
match 15-12, 15-8,15-11.
"I think Mandy's better now,
and Emily's working as a setter
now," Akincinbay said. "I think it's
not a problem."
As for Deerhake, she said the
BY CHAD QUEEN
coaches want her 100 percent for
Assistant sports editor
the Kent State Tourney Sept. 1314.
What was at first considered a
Polvino noticed a positive attiblessing last week for volleyball tude in her team during the
coach Geri Polvino turned into a Maroon and White scrimmage.
near disaster.
The attitude was exemplified
Polvino's blessing was having by one of the players on the
three setters: junior college trans- White squad. It's an item she said
fer Shelby Bonifas,
is vital if the team
returning Colonel
^
expects to compete.
Amanda Deerhake
"If we have that
and freshman Ozge
Chelsea Bower attiAkincinbay.
tude, then we're
Senior defensive
Deerhake rolled
going to do very,
specialist Erin Gillooly
her ankle in pracvery well," she said.
tice, making her profile Page B7
This weekend the
doubtful for this
Colonels travel to
weekend's action,
Columbia, S.C. to
while Bonifas withdrew from participate in the Southeastern
Eastern because of concerns about Conference team's tourney.
her major.
The tourney is the first of an
Akincinbay is the only of the 11-match road swing for the
three original setters likely to see Colonels. They don't open at home
action in a Colonel uniform this until Sept. 27 against Tennesseeweekend.
Martin.
"For every downside you get,
As for the opponent at hand,
you get an upside," Polvino said. "I Polvino said her team wiM have to
think seeing Emily (Stinson) out take their best game to Columbia
there was an upside."
to do well.
Last Saturday, in the Maroon
"We're gonna go up against
and White scrimmage, Stinson led South Carolina and we're gonna
the White squad in assists with 22. have to play our best mental
She saw action during the whole game," she said.
encounter and helped her team"If we start thinking we don't
mates collect 37 kills.
have an experienced setter, and we
Stinson hadn't been training as can't match them in height; if we
a setter, but she did do some set- start thinking those things, that's
ting in high school.
the mind interfering with the
The freshman was slated as an brain."
outside hitter before she was put
The Colonels open play against
into her new role.
South Carolina tomorrow.
"It wasn't like we had a lot of
In the round robin tourney they
time to work with Emily, but she's will also face Chicago-Illinois,
got some good potential," Polvino Oklahoma and America University.
said.
The teams with the best records
During the intrasquad scrim- after the round robin will square off.
mage, Akincinbay led all particiThe winner will be determined
pants in assists with 38. She Saturday.
helped the maroon on to victory in

More

Chad Queen/Progress
Junior Amy Merron led the Maroon team In kills and bbqk assists Saturday with 11 and nine respectively.

Golfers begin fall swing at Dayton tourneys
Men tee off today,
women start
season tomorrow
BY BRIAN SMMS

Sports editor

Don Knight/Progress
Senior Mike Whrtson is one of
three Colonel golfers fighting for the
fifth position on the team.

Both Eastern's men's and
women's golf teams will swing into
action when they travel to Dayton,
Ohio.
The men will tee off today in
the Dayton Invitational, while the
women will compete tomorrow in
the Lady Flyer Invitational, a tournament they have played in every
year since the team started in
1993.
Both tourneys will be 18 holes
and will feature such teams as
Xavier, Eastern Michigan and
Cincinnati.

Lady Colonels
After capturing their first Ohio
Valley Conference crown last time
out, the Lady Colonels will use
this first tournament as a test,
according to coach Sandy Martin.
This will give us a chance to
see the young players," said
Martin, who plans on taking two
teams to Dayton.
Returning for her final year is
two time OVC golfer of the year
Beverly Brockman.
"Beverly has done a lot for us,"
Martin said. The only thing that I
would like to see her do is finish
in the top five in more tougher
tournaments."
Also returning is sophomore
Julie Bourne, who finished second
behind Brockman in the OVC's,
Erica
Montgomery,
Lori
Tremaine, Melissa Cox, Kelly

Fischer, Amy Crowder and Katy
Davis.
Among the new faces that figure to make an immediate impact
is freshman Jackie Biro, who will
probably play in the number two
spot in Dayton.
"She has a lot of talent," Martin
said. "She is a fine player."
Martin said they may take two
teams to Dayton if everyone is eligible.

Colonels

The good news, for the men is
that they only lost one player due
to graduation.
The bad news is that they
might lose their number one player due to class scheduling problems.
Senior Chris Bedore may not
be able to play because he is in

class, but coach Lew Smither is
trying to fix that
"We hope that he can get it
changed, but not if it is going to
affect his graduation," Smither
said. "It's unfortunate. But, his
education comes first."
If Bedore is unable to play, then
junior Andy Games will be in the
number one spot, followed by
sophomore Josh Lee, junior college transfer Brett Marcum and
senior Kris O'Donnell.
Smither said he expects the
fifth position to come down to
Brandon Tucker, Mike Whitson
and Eric Willenbrink.
The Dayton Invitational will be
the first of sue tourneys scheduled
for the fall season.
The Colonels usually play only
four, but Smither said they are
playing more to gain experience.
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Senior also doubles
as trainer for team
BY CHAD QUEEN

Assistant sports editor

Erin Gillooly's days have been
filleo lately by question and
answer sessions with her teammates. The senior co-captain's
interview sessions deal with her
major— nursing.
"I need a nurse!" a teammate
exclaimed.
"Here I am. What's wrong?
What's wrong?" Gillooly asked.
,
So goes life during preseason
for the nursing major turned
injury consultant.
She said that being a nurse
and another profession seem to
go hand in hand with some people.
"Somehow a nurse becomes an
athletic trainer," she said.
Gillooly came in hoping the
season would be quickly underway. She said her main reason for
wanting to get on with things was
dealing with injuries.
"I came in hating pre-season
'cause everybody was hurt and I
needed to stretch them out,"
Gillooly said.
The Colonels began practicing
Aug. 12. During that three week
.period, the team amassed pulled
muscles, sprained ankles and various other injuries.

Teammate Erin Grady, a junior,
has had to use Gillooly's services
lately.
"I don't usually get injured,"
Grady said. "If* just this past
year's been rough. I've come to
Erin sometimes asking what to do
about certain injuries."
Last season Gillooly, a defensive specialist, saw action in 102
of Eastern's 118 games. During
that campaign she collected 98
digs.
Saturday she played on the winning side of the Maroon and
White scrimmage; she contributed
during all three games of the contest.
Balancing school and volleyball
Gillooly has one goal in mind—
the end of school in May.
"I have a tough year at school,
so I'm sticking with it being my
senior year and graduating in
May, hopefully," Gillooly said.
Grady and Gillooly both had
their first seasons with Eastern in
•94.
Grady said that Gillooly has
developed one area of play that
has no statistics.
"I think she really has gotten
stronger in the leadership area,"
Grady said. "She carries the team
well."

Cross country teams
begin season vs, UK
BY CHAD QUEEN

Assistant sports editor

Youth abounds on this year's
men's and women's cross country
"teams.
Out of 12 runners on the Colonels'
roster, seven are sophomores or
\ freshmen. The Lady Colonels have
seven of 13 fitting that category.
Coach Rick Erdmann's squad has
their first challenge of the season
aturday at Woodford County Park
against the-University of Kentucky.
Erdmann said returning runners
Mandy Jones, Jamie King and Sarah
Blossom should perform welL
King said with so many runners
being new to the program, this season is somewhat uncertain.

"If s a young team. Pretty much
everybody's a newcomer," King said.
"I really don't know what to expect
right now."
For the men, Erdmann pointed to
returning runners Titus Ngeno,
Charlie Moore and Adam Bennett to
perform well.
"I can see a lot of improvement,
especially from the returning guys,"
he said. '1 can see a lot of motivation."
Erdmann singled out two objectives that wifr help Eastern be successful this season.
"Our ability to see how close
together team members finish will
be the key factor. Also, having them
run up-front will determine how we
do," Erdmann said.
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GIVE LIFE

DRIVE
TUES, SEPT. 10 & WED, SEPT. 11
10 a.m. • 5 p.m.
Powell Bldg • Lobby
Free CKBC gift to each donor!
It's Safe. It's Simple. It Saves Lives.
ICentral Kentucky Blood Center
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Chad Queen/Progress
Senior Erin Gillooly is one ot three co captains for the Colonels this year.

SPORTS BRIEFS

30 minute sessions
(300 total minutes)
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Coaches in basketball,
baseball take other jobs

Two coaches from the men's basketball team and two from the baseball team have left to carry on their
coaching careers elsewhere.
On the basketball team, restricted
earnings coach Kevin Smith left to
take a full-time assistant job at
Morehead State.
Program assistant Mike Jones
went to Lees Junior College as an
assistant.
Kevin Ciolek has taken Smith's
place, while Scot Eckerd has
replaced Jones.
On the baseball team, Greg
Gunderson, a graduate assistant
serving as assistant coach, left to
take a position as assistant coach at

Michigan State.
Restricted earnings coach Greg
Hughes left to become the head
coach at Wilmington College.

Baseball to hold try-outs

Try-outs for the 1997 baseball
team will be held at 11 am Saturday
at Turkey Hughes Field. Players
should bring gloves and spikes only.

Troy State tickets available

Tickets are still available in the
ticket office, located in Alumni 126,
for this weekend's football home
opener. Kickoff is at 7 p.m. Saturday.
Students get in free with a validated ID. The price for tickets are $10
for reserved and $8 for general
admission. .

* Ten 30-minute Wolff Beds!
* One 15 minute Hex Unit
* SAE Certified
{*£
* Also try our New 30 minute beds
at 'The Gym of Richmond"

OCEANFRONT TAN-IN
519 Leighway Drive

Richmond, KY
,623-8993

A CCIDENTS
HA^EN
BETTER
SAFE If
THAN
SORRY.
CHECK
OUT
OUR

Special Student Rate
Student Injury and Sickness
Insurance Plan

$157

Let us take care
of every quarter.

per student

We also insure spouse and children

Insuring Richmond for
over 25 years.
Bob Roberts, CLU
606-623-7684
606-623-7704

At Bank One, we'll do "Whatever it takes" to give you Grade A student
banking services. For a higher degree of service, stop in today! The
Bypass office, 405 Leighway Drive or the Main office, 116 West Main
Street close to the Eastern Kentucky University Campus.

BANK=ONE
Whatever it takes.
Bank One, Lexington. NA
Member FDIC
O 1995 BANC ONE CORPORATION MMooi Co R*gon
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AD GOOD
9/5 - 9/10

Double Coupons
Every Day!
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COME IN AND JOIN US FOR OUR

7 YEAR ANNIVERSARY SALE
3 Bags Given Away
EVERY HOUR

Coke and a hot dog

50C

at random from 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Fri., Sept. 6 and Sat., Sept. 7

-
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Fri.. Sat., & Sun.

Chlorox
Bleach

Coke
ts
12 packs, limit 2 with $10 purchase

1 Gallon, regular only

Angel Soft
Bath Tissue

Oreo
Cookies

4 roll, limit 2 with $10 purchase

20 ounces

Papa
Piroshkis
Sandwich

12" size

4.5 ounces

FREE samples Fri. & Sat.

Red Baron

Pizza

$^~
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Guaranteed Lowest Prices •We accept ALL competitor's coupons

SUPER LOW PRICES
OPEN 24 HOURS
EVERYDAY
449 Eastern Bypass

Available at Super 1 Foods:
• Photo Finishing
• Lottery
• Video Rentals
• Dry Cleaning
• Postage Stamps
• Money Orders for 290
NEED CASH?
ATM at every checkstand.

WE ACCEPT
Mastercard
Visa ,
Discover
ATM/Debit Cards
Telecards - $10 for 30 minutes

•If you see a lowar ad price this week from any major grocery store in Richmond on aay
we will beat that price. We accept all manufacturer and Richmond grocery competitor's coupons

Guaranteed Lowest Price at Super 1 Foods.

introducing a
fOur- Letter word
seLdom used
in Modern rock.
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Apply for a Discover® Card, get approved and nab a ^K tfCD
Make a statement by building credit history and a CD collection at the same time.

Address where you want card and billing statement mailed:

938X

First. Middle. Last Name (#ave space between ean

GET NINE GREAT CUTS FREE.
Groove to a startling array of sounds from todays hottest bands. Poe. The Tragically Hip. Goodness.
King's X. Extra Fancy. Thermadore. Rust. Frente and Jawbox.

B
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Along with that CD collection you'll build credit history, too. With the Discover* Card you establish your
own personal credit history with every purchase.

■

-

*

Vouf Telephone Numce* At Sew

Permanent Mc"e Telephone

Address W>en No! in Sc"ooi

Am No

<.

Unlike most credit cards, there is no annual fee with the Discover Card. Oh yeahhhhhh.

NATIONWIDE ACCEPTANCE.

Ate You A us cmm0
it no. git« imrrxgraior status)
1*4
1 No

ba ft , X P.-- r."'
US Res-dent'
T Yes
T No

■ mo day v* i

ZiO

c**

College Name (no aMxewations. twase

NO ANNUAL FEE.

a

sun

Student info:

BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING.

®

SUM
Graduation Dale ('■'

1 yM Student T Sen>0' 1
~\ i ■

Zip

T Soonotno'e

Employment info:
Employer's Telephone

-s Income

Name Of Employe*"' currently employed

$

Use it where you see the NOVUS* sign. \ff9j
Employ's Address

(

I
:■
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CASHBACK BONUS*AWARD.
Get money back just for using your card. Up to 1* paid yearly based on your annual level of purchases

Financial/security info:
:

Mother s Maiden Name i'or security purposesi

I ,•'■..
T Checking Account

"i B* n '■

i -'

YOUR APPLICATION SUPPORTS MUSIC EDUCATION.
When you apply you're also helping kids hone their musical abilities. For every CD produced.
we're donating 25 cents to promote music education through The NARAS Foundation! the
charitable arm of the National Academy of Recording Arts & Sciences' and the
organization that puts on the GRAMMY Awards*.

Signature required:
■ authorae Greenwood Trusl Company to check my credit record and to verity my crecM. employment and income references. I have read and agree to the Important
Wotmation on the back I agree mat if I use m, Card o. Account I .ill be sublet to the terms and marges specified m the Discover Cardmember Agreement which w-u
he sent «rth mv Card I ce-lifv thai I am age 18 ff older and that the information prowled is accurate. I understand that the information contarea in this aophcaton
ma)ibe sharedIwith Greemvood Trust Compaq s corporate affiliates, i ■
HOTOCOPVofil
I Of pad tuition Dill I
Current

01996 Greeneod trust Cwpany. MerOer FOIC.

Date

'Offer aval I able to npw Discover Cardharftprs who apply by 9/30/96. One CD per Account.
prejiimsent to pr unary cardBemer. »leaveallo»6 Sveeksfor shirjnent.
f»jst be over 18 to apply. 01 scover Card will donateamulMiof
126.000 to the HAWS Foundation-.

INSTRUCTIONS
To assure timely processing, completely f ill out all spaces
and sign the application before mailing. The application is to
be completed in name of person in which the account is to be
carried. Please attach a photocopy of your student ID or
paid tuition bill for the current semester.

IT PASS
■C#^

ipany. Menfcer FDIC.

Here's where you LICK it. seal it and MAIL it. Postage is FREE.
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NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE
UNITED STATES

BUSINESS
FIRST-CLASS MAIL
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PERMIT NO. 747

MAIL

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE
GREENWOOD TRUST COMPANY
DISCOVER CARD
PO BOX 15159
WILMINGTON DE 19885-9505
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Apply for a Discover9 Card, get approved and nab a^RifCD.

®

Printed on RECYCLED Paper

©19% Greenwood Trust Company. Haider FDIC.

SIMPLE CUTS TO
SASSY PERMS.

$7 2§ HAIRCUT
Normally $8.95
V*U only mm coupon Not ¥aU m«h any otm oMar.

JUST ASK FOR IT!

COSTCUTTIUS*

c«

D

We're your style ™

Oltar ajqUraa 8/30/96

$5M Off FEKMS
STARTING AT $24.95
Mflrf any MVI coupon. Not \m&1 m*Mh mtyy o*hof offot.

You can hmva a* ot your riaa<to mat at Coat Cuttarw. AM you hava to do It aak.

Visit a location near you...
Inside your Wal+Mart Suporcentqr
CuapMbrille, KY
5*2-445-5448

Richmond, KY
604-423-1149

Cro«vflle,TN
415-454-5511

ML Sterlag, KY
M6-497-41M

Alcoa,TN
423-481-5552

Leo—n,TN

NkfaokviBe, KY
4»4-SS5-027Q

coTcuTTmr

Saqrrna,TN

(_MMM,Y HM CAM)

615-443-4411

415-459-4743

We're your Kyle.™
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK - HOURS:

Mon.-Fri. M

COSTCUTTCHS*
<•
D
We're year style ™
Ottar axptraa B/30V6

20% Off
ALL Professional Products
VMrf only a*i coupon. Not wrtW «*i any othar ottar.

COST CUTTERS*
We're yoisr style.™

8kl»-7

Sun. 11-5

Ottar axptraa 9/30/96

